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Abstract
Gravity is usually considered to be irrelevant as far as the physics of elementary particles is con-
cerned and, in particular, in the context of the spontaneous symmetry breaking (SSB) mechanism.
We describe a version of the SSB mechanism in which gravity plays a direct role. We work in the
context of diffeomorphism invariant gauge theories, which exist for any non-abelian gauge group G,
and which have second order in derivatives field equations. We show that any (non-trivial) vacuum
solution of such a theory gives rise to an embedding of the group SU(2) into G, and thus breaks G
down to SU(2) times its centralizer in G. The components of the connection charged under SU(2)
can then be seen to describe gravitons, with the SU(2) itself playing the role of the chiral half of
the Lorentz group. Components charged under the centralizer describe the usual Yang-Mills gauge
bosons. The remaining components describe massive particles. This breaking of symmetry explains
(in the context of models considered) how gravity and Yang-Mills can come from a single underlying
theory while being so different in the physics they describe. Further, varying the vacuum solution,
and thus the embedding of SU(2) into G, one can break the Yang-Mills gauge group as desired,
with massless gauge bosons of one vacuum acquiring mass in another. There is no Higgs field in
our version of the SSB mechanism, the only variable is a connection field. Instead of the symmetry
breaking by a dedicated Higgs field pointing in some direction in the field space, our theories break
the symmetry by choosing how the group of ”internal” gauge rotations of gravity (the chiral half
of the Lorentz group) sits inside the full gauge group.
1 Introduction
The spontaneous symmetry breaking (SSB) scenario plays the fundamental role in the Standard Model
(SM) of elementary particles. It assumes the existence of the Higgs field charged under the gauge group
to be broken, and transforming as a scalar under the group of isometries of the Minkowski spacetime
(the Poincare group). The (renormalizable quartic) potential for this field is then designed so that
the field takes a non-trivial vacuum expectation value (VEV), thus breaking the symmetry. The
components of the scalar field in the direction of the broken symmetries (would be Goldstone bosons)
become the longitudinal components of the gauge bosons, while the remaining component(s) of the
Higgs become the massive Higgs particle(s).
The SM Higgs field couples to fermions via Yukawa couplings, and its non-trivial VEV gives rise to
(most of) the fermion masses. Only the (still hypothetical) sterile neutrino sector with its Majorana
mass terms does not depend on this mechanism for its mass generation. Thus, the Higgs field and the
spontaneous symmetry breaking mechanism for which it is responsible is the essential ingredient in
generating the masses of all observed elementary particles. It is of fundamental importance to confirm
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whether this Standard Model picture is correct and it is therefore not surprising that the search for
the Higgs particle is the principal aim of the ongoing expensive, involving large collaborations LHC
experiment. A vast amount of the collision data has already been processed, with so far no conclusive
outcome. The data analyzed are still compatible with no Higgs being present at all, with however a
small excess of events around 125 Gev observed by both major LHC detectors [1]. The data to be
collected next year are expected to settle the question of existence or non-existence of the Standard
Model Higgs boson.
It is usually assumed that gravity is of negligible importance for all these phenomena, and can
be safely ignored at the energy scales of the accelerator experiments. Still, the fact that it is only
the Higgs that introduces the mass scale into an otherwise scalefree Standard Model, and thus tells
the SM particles how they should gravitate means that the two are not completely unrelated. At the
same time, it is hard to see how gravity can be relevant at the electroweak symmetry breaking energy
scales, for it seems to be very weak there.
While gravity seems to be irrelevant for the physics of elementary particles, it is also very different
from all other forces that are carried by gauge fields, at least in its usual metric-based form. The
mystery of why the scale where gravity becomes important for quantum fields (Planck scale 1019
GeV) and the scale where the electroweak symmetry breaking happens (100 GeV) are so different
may be not unrelated to the mystery why gravity is so different from the rest of the forces.
In [2] it was shown that general relativity can be reformulated as particular diffeomorphism in-
variant SU(2) gauge theory. The relevant theory is not Yang-Mills, for the later needs a metric for its
definition. Still, it turns out to be possible to write diffeomorphism and gauge invariant Lagrangians
for a connection over a 4-dimensional spacetime without using any metric. The arising Lagrangians
are non-linear, but lead to second order in derivatives field equations. When the gauge group is taken
to be SU(2), any of these diffeomorphism invariant gauge theories can be shown to describe interacting
gravitons, see [3], and is thus a gravity theory.
We shall review the construction of diffeomorphism invariant gauge theories in the main text.
For now, we would like to ask the reader to take it for granted that such theories are possible,
and that for the gauge group G = SU(2) they describe gravity. Even without going into details of
their construction, it turns out to be possible to understand the possible ”vacua” solutions of these
theories in full generality. Thus, we shall see that any (non-trivial, see below) vacuum solution breaks
the full gauge group G of the theory down to an SU(2) subgroup, embedded in some way into G,
plus the subgroup in G that commutes with this SU(2) (this may be empty). We shall see that
the SU(2) components of the full connection then describe gravity, while the components charged
under the centralizer of SU(2) in G describe the usual Yang-Mills fields. This is a completely general
mechanism, independent of details of the diffeomoprhism invariant G gauge theory Lagrangian one
starts from. This simple, but completely natural in the context of diffeomorphism invariant gauge
theories symmetry breaking mechanism explains why gravity and Yang-Mills fields, while coming from
the same underlying theory, can manifest themselves so differently. We will describe the mechanism
in more details below.
A natural question that then arises is if the same mechanism can say anything new about the
”usual” spontaneous symmetry breaking in the context of gauge theories. The answer to this question
is in affirmative, and the underlying mechanism is again very simple and natural. As we shall explain
below, the components of the full connection of our theory that are charged under the part of the
gauge group that does not commute with the gravitational SU(2) give rise to certain massive fields.
The following simple scenario then becomes possible. Consider one vacuum where our mechanism
breaks G down to SU(2) times some smaller subgroup K ⊂ G. As we have said, this will describe
K Yang-Mills fields plus gravity (plus certain massive fields for the components of the connection in
the directions that do not commute with the gravitational SU(2)). However, other vacua solutions
are also possible, with a different embedding of the gravitational SU(2) into G. In particular, it is
always possible to embed SU(2) in such way that it has no non-trivial centralizer, and thus all of the
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Yang-Mills symmetry group K of the first vacuum is broken. In this latter case all components of the
connection apart from those in the ”gravitational” SU(2) will describe massive fields. Thus, we have
a scenario in which by changing the vacuum of the theory one can change the spectrum of the arising
excitations from gravity plus massless gauge bosons for some gauge group K (plus massive fields whose
nature will be clarified below) to gravity plus a set of massive fields. Intermediate scenarios, in which
only some of the symmetries in K are broken, are also possible by choosing the vacuum appropriately.
Thus, we have a single mechanism which both explains why gravity is different from the rest of the
forces, and that at the same time can be used to break the usual Yang-Mills gauge group as desired.
The very availability of such a mechanism, whose details are to be described below, suggests that the
spontaneous symmetry breaking in the particle physics and gravity are not so unrelated as they seem
to be in the Standard Model.
We now explain the main ingredient of our mechanism - the construction of vacua of a diffeo-
morphism invariant gauge theory. This is simple, and can be described in quite non-technical terms
already here. Since this construction is so central for everything that follows, and since it is indepen-
dent of any details of the diffeomorphism gauge theory Lagrangians that we will use later, we decided
to explain it already in the Introduction.
The dynamical field of our gauge invariant gauge theories is a connection AI , I = 1, . . . , n, n =
dim(g) on a 4-dimensional spacetime manifold M . Here g is the Lie algebra of G, and we use the
form notations, so that the connection is a Lie-algebra valued one-form (we always work with trivial
bundles here). We would like to describe connections that have a high degree of symmetry and that
can therefore be used as the ”vacua” of the theory. It is of course always possible to take the zero
connection as a ”vacuum”, but when we describe the construction of the Lagrangians below, we shall
see that this A = 0 configuration is very singular (it is similar to the zero metric configuration in
Einstein’s GR). Thus, we would like a non-trivial (i.e. different from zero) vacuum connection, which
at the same time has enough symmetries to deserve to be referred to as a vacuum solution. The
first requirement is that we would like our connection to be the same at all spatial points, i.e. be
homogeneous. Thus, we require that the exists a foliation of the spacetime by hypersurfaces such
that the connection is the same along every hypersurface (but can possibly change from one such
hypersurface to another). This is formalized by introducing some η and xi coordinates, such as
η = const is a hypersurface of homegeneity, and xi are some coordinates on these hypersurfaces. Our
homogeneous connection can then be written in components as
AI = aIi dx
i + bIdη, (1)
where aIi , b
I are functions of the time coordinate η only, as is required by the homogeneity. We
now impose yet another requirement that the connection is isotropic, i.e. that at any point with
coordinates xi0 (on any η = const hypersurface) we can perform a rotation with x
i
0 as the center, and
the connection will not change. In other words, we require the connection to be spherically-symmetric
with respect to any point xi0 as a center. It is then convenient to choose the x
i coordinates to be such
that
∑
i(x
i − xi0)2 = const is a sphere of symmetry with the center xi0. In other words, we have the
usual R3 coordinates on each spatial hypersurface, and the group of rotations SO(3) acts to rotate
around a center xi0 by multiplying x
i − xi0 with an orthogonal matrix O ∈ SO(3). The one-forms
dxi then change as dxi → Oijdxj , and we require the connection AI to remain invariant under this
transformation, i.e. we require that there exists a G gauge transformation that offsets the above
transformation of the one-forms dxi. Thus, we require that for any Oji ∈ SO(3) there exists g ∈ G:
(adgai)
I = aIjOji . (2)
To understand the meaning of this equation it is convenient to rewrite it in the infinitesimal form.
Then we have that for any ωi ∈ so(3) there exists XI(ω) ∈ g : f IJKXJ(ω)aKi = ǫijkωjaIk, where
ǫijk are the usual so(3) structure constants and f IJK are those of g. We now contract this equation
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with some other element ui ∈ so(3). We get: (a[u, ω])I = [X(ω), au]I , where (au)I := aIi ui. The
left-hand-side here is u, ω anti-symmetric, which means that the right-hans-side should also be. This
means that X(ω) ∼ aω and that (a[u, ω])I ∼ [au, aω]I . What this equation says is that aIi intertwines
the action of so(3) with that of g. Therefore, aIi is an embedding of the Lie algebra so(3) into g
aIi : so(3)→ g. (3)
As such, any embedding aIi necessarily ”breaks” the original gauge symmetry G down to the group of
rotations SO(3), which is realized as SO(3)× a(SO(3)), i.e. as acting on both indices of aIi , so that aIi
is unchanged, times the centralizer of a(SO(3)) in G. Note that, depending on the ”vacuum” aIi , i.e.
the embedding (3) chosen, the centralizer Ca of a(SO(3)) in G may be empty (this is what happens in
the so-called principal embedding, see below). In this latter case the gauge group is broken completely,
down to a single copy of SO(3).
As it will become clear below when we study the Lagrangians arising by linearizing a general
diffeomorphism invariant gauge theory around (1), the connection components aIi play the role of (a
multiple of) the usual Pauli matrices that intertwine the action of the rotation group in space with
that of the Lorenz group in the internal space (e.g. on fermions). Thus, our background connection
breaks the G symmetry of the theory down to a smaller group (always containing SO(3)) by essentially
selecting how the Pauli matrices sit inside the full gauge group G.
To start with, there is no metric in our theory, the dynamics is described as that of the connection
field only. However, as we shall see below, the background connection (1) does introduce a certain
metric into the game, which turns out to be that of a constant curvature de Sitter space. Thus,
the background (1) admits the usual metric description. To see what are the excitations around the
background (1) we linearize a general diffeomorphism invariant G gauge theory Lagrangian around (1).
We shall then see that the components of the (linearized) connection in the directions of a(so(3)) in g
describe gravitons, while the components in the direction of the centralizer Ca of a(so(3)) in g describe
the Yang-Mills fields. The remaining directions in the Lie algebra g, i.e. those that do not commute
with a(so(3)), will be found to describe certain massive fields that typically transform non-trivially
both under a(so(3)) and Ca. In other words, they are typically particles of non-zero spin, also charged
with respect to the Yang-Mills gauge group. We shall then see that by making the embedding a of
so(3) to be more and more non-trivial in g, we can break more and more of the Yang-Mills symmetries,
with the fields that used to be massless gauge bosons in one vacuum becoming massive gauge bosons
in another. This is, very briefly, the version of the symmetry breaking mechanism in the context of
diffeomorphism invariant gauge theories.
We would like to finish the Introduction by giving some historical credits. A (preliminary) study
of gravity/gauge theory unification of the type considered in this paper was carried out in [4] and
[5]. However, both works used a formalism close to that of the Plebanski formulation [6] of general
relativity. Earlier work on similar ideas, but using the Hamiltonian formalism was reported in e.g. [7].
Another attempt at gravity-Yang-Mills unification that however uses the full Lorentz group SO(1, 3)
rather than its chiral half is described in [8]. One of the aims of the present work is to carry out
the analysis using an arguably simpler ”pure connection” formalism, where the only variable that the
action depends on is a connection field. The simplicity of the ”pure connection” formalism to be used
will allow to develop a much more complete understanding of the spectrum of the arising particles than
was achieved in [4]. In particular, it is the pure connection formulation that naturally suggests the
interpretation of different possible vacua of the theory in terms of a symmetry breaking mechanism.
As far as we are aware, the SSB mechanism described here is new.
Finally, a note of caution is in order. No claim is made here that a realistic unification of gravity
with all the fields present in the Standard Model of elementary particles is achieved. What we are
after in this paper is a mechanism that introduces gravity into the story of symmetry breaking, not
a realistic model. However, we cannot resist to give a set of examples that come very close to the
usual Standard Model symmetry breaking pattern, or even coincide with it. Thus, one example
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closest to reality that we give is that of SU(6) theory that, when broken in a particular way (principal
embedding into SU(5)), gives rise to gravity plus electromagnetism plus the massive spin one W± and
Z bosons (plus other more exotic higher spin massive particles). If desired, this can be crossed with
the SU(3) gauge group to describe the full bosonic content of the Standard Model (without, however,
the Higgs boson). Still, our diffeomorphism invariant gauge theories working with ordinary ”bosonic”
gauge groups G can only describe the bosonic particles. As such, no truly realistic scenario can be
possible in this framework, for it necessarily must involve fermions. While it is possible that more
realistic scenarios with fermions are possible in the case of G being a super-group, we do not consider
such generalizations in the present paper. We reiterate that the main aim of this paper is to exhibit
a general mechanism that introduces gravity into the subject of symmetry breaking rather than a
realistic model. Work on scenarios possible in this context is to a large extent left to the future.
The paper is organized as follows. We describe the class of theories that we work with in the
next section. Here we also give more details on the ”vacuum” solutions and, in particular, verify
that the connections described in the Introduction satisfy the field equations. We also show how our
background connections give rise to a certain metric, so that the linearized theories we obtain all live
in the usual metric background. Section 3 obtains the linearization of the general Lagrangian around
a given background, and also discusses the issue of gauge invariance in the presence of mass terms. We
then analyze each sector – gravity, Yang-Mills and massive – in turn in sections 4, 5 and 6. Examples
of our symmetry breaking scenario are treated in Section 7. We finish with a discussion.
We warn the readers that some of the analysis presented below is not straightforward, especially
in the case of the massive sector. Because of this, we advise to start with Section 7, which is self-
contained, and treats many examples that illustrate quite well how our symmetry breaking mechanism
works in practice. The preceding sections can then be read to understand how our claims about the
interpretation of three different sectors of the theory are substantiated.
2 The theory
2.1 Action principle
The class of theories that we study in this paper is as follows. Let AI be the gauge field one-form.
The spacetime index is suppressed, I = 1, . . . , n is a Lie algebra index, and n = dim(G). The gauge
group G is an arbitrary (complex at this stage, reality conditions are to be imposed below) Lie group.
We shall assume it to be simple (for simplicity of the presentation), but semi-simple direct products
of simple groups are also easy to consider, as was done e.g. in [5] in the context of gravity plus
electromagnetism unification. It would be interesting to understand what more general Lie algebras
given by semi-direct products give rise to, but we shall not consider this problem in the present paper.
The curvature two-form is given by F I = dAI + (1/2)[A,A]I . Let f : g ⊗s g → C be a scalar-valued
function on the second symmetric power of the Lie algebra g of G with the following properties: (i)
f is gauge invariant f(adgX) = f(X),∀g ∈ G,∀X ∈ g ⊗s g; (ii) f is homogeneous function of order
one f(αX) = αf(X),∀α ∈ C∗,∀X ∈ g ⊗s g. It is then not hard to see that such a function can be
applied to the wedge product F I ∧ F J of the curvature two-form with itself, with the result being a
well-defined 4-form. This form can then be integrated to produce an action. Thus, the theories we
consider are defined by the following action principle
S[A] = i
∫
f(F ∧ F ), (4)
where f is a function with properties as above (choice of f defines the theory), and the factor of
i =
√−1 is introduced for future convenience. It has to do with the fact that the reality conditions
we will later impose are those corresponding to the Lorentzian signature.
It is worth noting that there are no dimensionful coupling constants involved in the definition of
the theory (4). Indeed, we take the connection field AI to have the natural mass dimension one, so
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that the curvature has the mass dimension two. Due to the homogeneity of f , the Lagrangian then
has mass dimension four as required. Thus, there are only dimensionless couplings in (4). At the
same time it should be noted that an infinite number of dimensionless couplings needs to be given to
specify a theory from the class (4), as it involves specifying a function (of typically many arguments).
2.2 Field equations
The Euler-Lagrange equations that result from (4) are as follows:
dA
(
∂f
∂XIJ
F J
)
= 0, (5)
where, if desired, the factor of F J can be taken outside of the brackets on which the covariant derivative
dA acts, in view of the Bianchi identity dAF
I = 0. The matrix XIJ in (5) can be defined as F I ∧F J =
(vol)XIJ where (vol) is an arbitrary volume form. The matrix XIJ so defined then depends on the
choice of (vol), but the matrix of partial derivatives of f present in (5) is independent of this ambiguity.
It is not hard to see that the field equations (5) are second-order in derivatives non-liear partial
differential equations for the connection components. It can be argued that the class (4) is the most
general class of diffeomorphism invariant gauge theories that leads to not higher than second order
field equations.
It can also be shown, see [4] for an argument to this effect in the context of two-form formulations
of the same class of theories, that for a general f the theory (4) is a dynamically non-trivial theory
with 2n − 4 propagating degrees of freedom (DOF). However, when f(X) = ftop(X) ≡ Tr(X) the
theory becomes topological, with no propagating DOF.
2.3 Gravity
The simplest non-trivial subclass of theories (4) arises when G = SU(2). Indeed, in the simpler case
G = U(1) the only possibility is f = ftop and no non-trivial theories exist. Thus, if we are to remain
in the simple G context, we are forced to consider non-abelian gauge groups. It can then be shown,
see [2], that Einstein’s theory of general relativity can be describe in this language and corresponds to
fGR(X) =
1
16πGΛ
(
Tr
√
X
)2
, (6)
where G is the Newton’s constant, and Λ is the cosmological constant. Other choices of f lead to
different from GR gravitational theories describing, as GR, just two propagating polarizations of the
graviton. In other words, choices of f different from (6) (and from ftop) correspond to different from
GR interacting theories of massless spin 2 particles, see [3]. We will see how the SU(2) diffeomorphism
invariant gauge theories manage to describe gravitons below, when we linearize the general action (4)
around a ”vacuum” solution.
2.4 Vacua
One way to see that the theories (4) for G = SU(2) describe interacting massless spin 2 particles is
to select an appropriate background and expand the theory around it. The usual graviton excitations
of the linearized theory can then be identified, see [3]. This is also the strategy we shall follow in the
present paper, now for an arbitrary gauge group. In particular, we shall see that different choices of
the background (or vacuum of the theory) will lead to different symmetry breaking patterns.
We now describe the set of ”vacua” for (4) in more details. In the Introduction we have seen that
a general homogeneous isotropic connection is given by (1), with the functions aIi , b
I being those of
the time coordinate η only, and aIi defining an embedding of so(3) into g. We now note that we can
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always use a time-dependent gauge-transformation to set the dη part of the connection (1) to zero.
Thus, we are led to consider the following ”vacuum” configurations:
AI =
1
i
aIi dx
i, aIi : so(3)→ g, (7)
where we have introduced a factor of 1/i (as compared to (1)) for future convenience, and where aIi is
an embedding of so(3) into g. Different such embeddings (up to conjugacy inside G) are all classified,
and for groups G of interest to us here will be described below. For now it is useful to know that for
a fixed G there is only a finite number of inequivalent embeddings of so(3) into g.
Let us now compute the curvature of (7). For this we note that the fact that aIi is an embedding
of so(3) into g means that f IJKa
J
j a
K
k ∼ aIi ǫijk. Let us now represent aIi as a constant embedding eIi
normalized so that
f IJKe
J
j e
K
k = e
I
i ǫ
i
jk, (8)
times a function a(η) of the time coordinate:
aIi = ae
I
i . (9)
We then get for the curvature
F I = −a2eIi
(
i
a′
a2
dη ∧ dxi + 1
2
ǫijkdxj ∧ dxk
)
. (10)
It is now convenient to choose a new time coordinate (which we are completely free to reparameterize
up to this point) so that
a′
a2
dη = dt. (11)
The function a then becomes that of t, and it is easy to see that we have
a(t) =
1
t0 − t , t < t0, (12)
where t0 is an integration constant. Finally, we can conveniently rewrite the above answer for the
curvature as
F I = −M2eIiΣi, (13)
where
Σi := c2
(
idt ∧ dxi + 1
2
ǫijkdxj ∧ dxk
)
, (14)
and
c(t) =
1
M(t0 − t) , (15)
where we have introduced an arbitrary dimensionful parameter M (dimensions of mass) so that the
function c(t) is dimensionless, and all the dimension of the curvature is carried byM2. As we shall see
below, M will be the only dimensioful quantity entering into our construction. All other dimensionful
quantities will be expressed in terms of M . We note that the objects (14) (or rather their Minkowski
spacetime limits obtained by setting c(t) = 1, see below) are often referred to in the literature as ’t
Hooft symbols [9].
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To further clarify the meaning of the dimensionful quantity M that we introduced, we note that
the background connection (7) with its curvature form (13) gives rise to a certain spacetime metric.
Indeed, it is not hard to recognize in (14) the triple of self-dual two forms
Σi = iθ0 ∧ θi + 1
2
ǫijkθj ∧ θk, (16)
where θ0, θi is a tetrad ds2 = −(θ0)2 +∑i(θi)2 for the de Sitter metric
ds2 = c2(t)(−dt2 +
∑
i
(dxi)2), (17)
written in the flat slicing, with c(t) as the conformal factor and t being the conformal time.
In more geometrical terms, the metric appears as follows. We start with a connection (7) and find
that its curvature spans a 3-dimensional subspace in the space of all two-forms on our 4-dimensional
manifold. Therefore, it can be shown that there exists a conformal metric with respect to which the
curvature two-forms (13) are self-dual. This metric is a multiple of (17). We then fix a representative
from the conformal class so that both (13), (16) hold and that the proportionality coefficient M2 in
(13) is a constant. It is clear that the parameterM can be arbitrarily rescaled as desired, provided one
also rescales the metric in the same way. One can put it differently by saying that what is canonically
defined by the curvature two-forms (13) is a dimensionful metric, such that if used to compute any
length it gives a dimensionless result. This dimensionless length are unambiguously defined by the
connection (and its curvature), while the parameter M appears if one desires to express this dimen-
sionless length as M times some dimension 1/M length computed using a usual dimensionless metric.
All in all, the parameter M is introduced to provide a link to the usual physics happening in a metric
background. One should keep in mind, however, that M can be arbitrarily rescaled provided the
spacetime metric (and thus all length) are also rescaled correspondingly.
2.5 Verification of the field equations
In this subsection we verify that (7) is indeed a solution of the field equations (5). We have separated
this verification into a separate subsection because it is somewhat lengthy. Readers not interested in
seeing the details of this computation can skip directly to the next section.
We start by carefully performing the integration by parts that leads to (5), to fix the notation.
Thus, the first variation of the action (4) is proportional to
δS[A] ∼
∫
∂f
∂XIJ
F I ∧ (dδAJ + fJKLAK ∧ δAL) , (18)
where we have dropped an unimportant at this stage overall constant, and have spelled out the
covariant derivative. We now integrate by parts in the first term and read off the field equations:
d
(
∂f
∂XIJ
F J
)
− ∂f
∂XKJ
F JfKLIA
L ≡ dA
(
∂f
∂XIJ
F J
)
= 0. (19)
We can now use the fact that for our specific background connection (7) we have Σi ∧ Σj ∼ δij and
thus:
XIJ ∼ eIi eJj δij , (20)
where δij is the usual SO(3) invariant metric in so(3) ∼ R3. This is a tensor in g ⊗s g that is only
non-zero on vectors in the image e(so(3)) ⊂ g. In particular, this means that the matrix of first
derivatives ∂f/∂XIJ at the background is constant and thus
d
(
∂f
∂XIJ
)
= 0. (21)
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This is of course only true for our constant curvature background. We can now use the Bianchi identity
dAF
I = 0 to write dF I = −f IJKAJFK . After some simple relabelling of indices we get the following
field equation to verify (
∂f
∂XIL
f IJK +
∂f
∂XIK
f IJL
)
AJ ∧ FK = 0. (22)
We now substitute the expressions for the background connection and curvature. We have:
AJ ∧ FK = ia3eJj eKk dxj ∧
(
idt ∧ dxk + 1
2
ǫklmdxk ∧ dxm
)
. (23)
We see that there are two terms to worry about. One is proportional to d3x. This part of AJ ∧FK is
proportional to XJK . This means that for this components of the 3-form the first term in (22) does
not contribute as it contains the anti-symmetric structure constant contracted with the symmetric
matrix XJK . The second term contributes an expression proportional to
∂f
∂XIK
f IJLX
JK , (24)
but this is zero as directly follows from the gauge invariance of the function f . Thus, it remains to
consider only the dt ∧ dxi ∧ dxj components of the 3-form (22). We thus need to verify that the
following quantity (
∂f
∂XIL
f IJK +
∂f
∂XIK
f IJL
)
ǫjkleJj e
K
k (25)
is zero. Multiplying (8) with another completely anti-symmetric tensor we get
f IJKe
J
j e
K
k ǫi
jk = 2eIi . (26)
Thus, (25) can be rewritten as
2
∂f
∂XIL
eIl +
∂f
∂XIK
f IJLǫ
jkleJj e
K
k (27)
We now see that both of the terms contain the matrix of first derivatives projected at least in one of
its indices on the so(3) direction. However, using the fact that ∂f/∂XIJ must be invariant under the
transformations from the embedded so(3) we can write
∂f
∂XIJ
eJi ∼ gIJeJi , (28)
where gIJ is the Killing-Cartan metric on g. This is to be understood as an equation holding when the
matrix of first derivatives is evaluated on (20). This equation is just a statement that the pullback of
the ”metric” ∂f/∂XIJ to the Lie algebra so(3) must be proportional to the pull-back of the Killing-
Cartan metric. The proportionality coefficient here is not hard to determine by multiplying this with
another factor of eIi . Using the homogeneity of f this immediately gives
∂f
∂XIJ
eJi =
f
Tr(X)
gIJe
J
i , (29)
where Tr(X) := gIJe
I
i e
J
j δ
ij . Using this identity it is not hard to see that (25) is proportional to
2gILe
Il − gIKf IJLǫkjleKk eJj = 0, (30)
where the last identity follows from (26) and the cyclic symmetry of the structure constants
gIKf
I
JL = gILf
I
KJ , (31)
the last formula being just the statement that Tr(A[B,C]) = Tr(B[C,A]). Thus, we see that the field
equations for the connection (7) hold.
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3 Linearization
In this section we linearize the action (4) around a given vacuum of the form (7). We shall leave the
embedding aIi (or e
I
i normalized as in (8)) unspecified for now, and present a general analysis valid
for any embedding.
3.1 Variations
For purposes of computing the variations of the action it is convenient to switch to notations in which
the spacetime indices are explicit, and introduce a densitiezed matrix
X˜IJ =
1
4
ǫ˜µνρσF IµνF
J
ρσ . (32)
Here ǫ˜µνρσ is a completely anti-symmetric density that does not need a metric for its definition. This
definition is convenient for we have F I ∧ F J = X˜IJd4x. Let us evaluate this for the background
connection (7). Using the self-duality of the 2-forms Σiµν :
1
2
ǫµν
ρσΣiρσ = iΣ
i
µν , (33)
where ǫµνρσ is the volume form for (17) and the indices are raised and lowered with this metric, as
well as the following algebra of the 2-forms:
Σiµ
ρΣjρσ = −δijgµν + ǫijkΣkµν , (34)
we easily get:
X˜IJ = 2iM4
√−g mIJ , (35)
where
mIJ := eIi e
J
j δ
ij . (36)
The above X˜IJ is the background value where all the derivatives of the function f need to be evaluated.
However, because the function is homogeneous, it is sufficient to know the derivatives evaluated at
mIJ . Thus, we introduce a rescaled matrix X˜IJ , which we shall denote by symbols with a hat
XˆIJ :=
X˜IJ
2iM4
√−g . (37)
When evaluated on the background we have:
XˆIJ =ˆmIJ , (38)
where the hat symbol over the equality sign means ”equal at the background”.
Let us now write down the variations of the (densitiezed) matrix X˜IJ . We have:
δX˜IJ = ǫ˜µνρσF (IµνDρδA
J)
σ ,
δ2X˜IJ = ǫ˜µνρσ
(
2DµδA
I
νDρδA
J
σ + F
(I
µνf
J)
KLδA
K
ρ δA
L
σ
)
, (39)
δ3X˜IJ = 6ǫ˜µνρσDµδA
(I
ν f
J)
KLδA
K
ρ δA
L
σ .
The fourth variation is zero. In these formulas Dµ is the covariant derivative with respect to the
background connection. We have denoted it by dA in the form notations, but in the index notations
it is more convenient to use an upper case letter instead of writing the A-subscript.
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Let us now evaluate (39) at the background, also rescaling to pass to (37). We are using self-duality
(33) freely, without mentioning it. We get:
δXˆIJ =ˆ − 1
M2
Σi µνe
(I
i DµδA
J)
ν ,
δ2XˆIJ =ˆ
1
iM4
ǫµνρσDµδA
I
νDρδA
J
σ −
1
M2
Σi µνe
(I
i f
J)
KLδA
K
µ δA
L
ν , (40)
δ3XˆIJ =ˆ
3
iM4
ǫµνρσDµδA
(I
ν f
J)
KLδA
K
ρ δA
L
σ .
Note that these formulas, unlike (39), explicitly depend on the metric (via Σi µν and ǫµνρσ). Note
also that the right-hand-sides are invariant under a simultaneous rescaling of the metric gµν → Ω2gµν ,
provided M2 → Ω−2M2. In principle, we have the full group of conformal transformations acting
(with Ω being a function), but we have fixed the gauge partially by requiring M to be a constant. It
is useful to keep in mind this availability of (constant) conformal rescalings of the metric, as it gives
a useful check of the formulas.
3.2 Action evaluated on the background
Since we want to evaluate this on the background, it is convenient to rewrite the action as a function
of XˆIJ , and then obtain variations of the action using the formulas (37). We can write the action as
S[A] = −2M4
∫
d4x
√−g f(Xˆ). (41)
We now compare this evaluated on (38) with the Einstein-Hilbert action for a constant Ricci curvature
metric (our signature conventions are (−,+,+,+)):
SGR[g] =ˆ − Λ
8πG
∫
d4x
√−g. (42)
We thus see that our dimensionful parameter M4 plays the role of a multiple of the energy density of
the cosmological constant
M4f(m) =
Λ
16πG
. (43)
Of course, there is neither Λ nor G in our theories, so this interpretation should be taken as an analogy
only. However, it is natural to take the (so far arbitrary) length scale 1/M to be such that 1/M2 is
a multiple of the length scale determined by the cosmological constant Λ. Indeed, in this case the
metric (17) will be what the metric of our Universe seems to look like, and the usual identification of
scales becomes possible. So, we take M2 = Λ/3. This gives
f(m) =
9
16πGΛ
∼M2p /M2, (44)
where we have introduced the Planck mass Mp. For the observed value of the cosmological constant
(and the known value of the Newton’s constant G) this is a very large number f(m) ∼ 10120. Thus, it is
clear that if we are to extract from our diffeomorphism invariant gauge theories the usual (observed)
physics, then the value f(m) of functions f in the vacuum should be very large (44). We leave a
discussion of whether this is in any sense natural aside for the moment, as this naturalness problem
is of course nothing but the reincarnation of the famous cosmological constant problem. But the fact
that very large numbers appear will be important below for analyzing the typical mass scales for our
theories.
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3.3 Second variation
It is now straightforward to compute variations of the action (4). For instance, the second variation
is given by
δ2S[A] = −2M4
∫
d4x
√−g
(
∂2f
∂XˆIJ∂XˆKL
δXˆIJδXˆKL +
∂f
∂XˆIJ
δ2XˆIJ
)
. (45)
We then substitute (40) and get
δ2S[A] =ˆ − 2
∫
d4x
√−g
(
∂2f
∂XˆIJ∂XˆKL
(Σi µνe
(I
i DµδA
J)
ν )(Σ
k ρσe
(K
k DρδA
L)
σ ) (46)
− ∂f
∂XˆIJ
(
iǫµνρσDµδA
I
νDρδA
J
σ +M
2Σi µνe
(I
i f
J)
KLδA
K
µ δA
L
ν
))
,
where all the derivatives of f are to be understood as computed on Xˆ = m. As the last step we
integrate by parts in the first term in the second line. Our final result for the second variation is
δ2S[A] =ˆ − 2
∫
d4x
√−g
(
∂2f
∂XˆIJ∂XˆKL
(Σi µνe
(I
i DµδA
J)
ν )(Σ
k ρσe
(K
k DρδA
L)
σ ) (47)
−M2 ∂f
∂XˆIJ
(
Σi µνδA(Iµ f
J)
KLe
K
i δA
L
ν +Σ
i µνe
(I
i f
J)
KLδA
K
µ δA
L
ν
))
.
If desired, the interactions (cubic terms etc) can be obtained in the same way, but we will refrain
from considering them in this work. Our task is now to unravel the dynamics encoded in the above
linearized Lagrangian.
3.4 Gauge symmetry
Before we proceed with the analysis of (47) we would like to see how the gauge symmetries of our
theory are realized. This is particularly non-trivial given that we seem to have a ”mass” term for the
connection in (47), so it is important to see that this term is compatible with gauge invariance. The
gauge symmetry acts on the connection perturbation as
δφ(δA
I
µ) = Dµφ
I . (48)
As we shall soon see, it is essential that the full covariant derivative is kept in the kinetic term in (47),
for otherwise there is no way that the mass term can be invariant under these gauge transformations.
The issue of how Minkowski space limit of (47) thus gets entangled with the question of how the gauge
symmetry (48) can be fixed.
Let us consider the transformation of (47) under (48). We have
δφ(Σ
i µνDµδA
I
ν) = Σ
i µνDµDνφ
I = −2M2f IJKeJj φKδij , (49)
where we have used 2D[µDν]φ
I = f IJKF
J
µνφ
K , substituted the expression (13) for the background
curvature, and then eliminated the contraction of two Σ’s. We can now write down the full variation
of the linearized Lagrangian under gauge transformations. We write it as (half) of the variation of the
Lagrangian in (47). We have
δφL(2) = 4M2 ∂
2f
∂XˆIJXˆMN
eIi f
J
KLe
K
j φ
LδijeMk (Σ
k µνDµδA
N
ν ) (50)
+2M2
∂f
∂XˆIJ
(
Σi µνδA(Iµ f
J)
KLe
K
i Dνφ
L +Σi µνe
(I
i f
J)
KLδA
K
µ Dνφ
L
)
.
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Integrating by parts in the second line to put the covariant derivative on the connection (no additional
terms result as all quantities are constant and we have DµΣ
i µν = 0), and doing some relabeling of
indices we can put the above expression into the form
δφL(2) = −4M2
(
∂2f
∂XˆIJXˆMN
f IKLφ
KeJi e
L
j δ
ij +
∂f
∂XˆIJ
f IKLφ
KδL(Mδ
J
N)
)
eMk (Σ
k µνDµδA
N
ν ). (51)
However, the expression in the brackets vanishes by gauge invariance of f . Indeed, the gauge invariance
implies
∂f
∂XˆIJ
f IKLφ
kXˆLJ = 0. (52)
Differentiating this once more with respect to XˆMN and then evaluating the result on XˆIJ = mIJ ≡
eIi e
J
j δ
ij we get precisely the expression in the brackets in (51).
We learn from the argument just given that it is in general not possible to replace the covariant
derivatives in (47) while keeping the mass term, as this is inconsistent. Indeed, the terms that would
be neglected via this operation are in general of the same order as the mass term. Only with the
covariant derivatives can the Lagrangian (92) be gauge invariant, while at the same time having a
non-trivial mass term. This makes the Minkowski spacetime limit of the theory non-trivial to take.
Below we shall see, however, that this is possible, but one will have to be careful. In the next two
sections we shall see that the mass term is absent in the so(3) sector of the theory (gravity), as well
as in the sector that commutes with so(3) (Yang-Mills). For both of these sectors the Minkowski limit
will be then trivial to take, simply by replacing the covariant derivatives with the usual ones. The
remaining sector will be more non-trivial to analyze.
4 Gravitational sector
4.1 Linearized Lagrangian for gravitons
We will start our analysis of (47) by demonstrating that the components of the linearized connection
δAIµ ”charged” under the embedded of SO(3) describe gravitons. Thus, we decompose the linearized
connection as
δAIµ = ie
I
i a
i
µ + a
I
⊥µ, (53)
where gIJa
I
⊥e
J
i = 0,∀i, and we have introduced a factor of i in the first term for future convenience. We
will later also split aI⊥ into components in the directions that commute with e(so(3)) and in those that
do not commute, the two describing very different physics. However, in this section we concentrate
on just the e(so(3)) part, i.e. the first term in (53).
Let us start by demonstrating that for the present gravitational sector the last term in (47) does
not contribute. We use (8), as well as (28), which we rewrite as
∂f
∂XˆIJ
eIi e
J
j =
δij
3
f(m), (54)
where we have used the fact that gIJe
I
i e
J
j ∼ δij . This immediately shows that the second line in (47)
(its gravitational e(so(3)) part) is proportional to
Σk µνaiµǫ
iklalν +Σ
i µνǫiklakµa
l
ν = 0. (55)
Thus, we only need to consider the first line in (47), i.e. the kinetic term, for this sector.
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Let us consider the tensor
f
(2)
ij|kl :=
∂2f
∂XˆIJ∂XˆKL
eIi e
J
j e
K
k e
L
l . (56)
It is symmetric under the exchange of pairs ij and kl, and ij, kl symmetric. It is easy to show that
its contraction e.g. f
(2)
ij|kl
δkl is zero. Indeed we have
f
(2)
ij|klδ
kl :=
∂2f
∂XˆIJ∂XˆKL
eIi e
J
jm
KL, (57)
but for any XˆIJ we have
∂2f
∂XˆIJ∂XˆKL
XˆKL = 0 (58)
as follows from the homogeneity of f . This can be obtained by differentiating
∂f
∂XˆIJ
XˆIJ = f (59)
with respect to XˆKL. It thus follows that (57) is zero and therefore
f
(2)
ij|kl = −
ggr
2
P
(2)
ij|kl, (60)
where
P
(2)
ij|kl =
1
2
(δikδjl + δilδjk)− 1
3
δijδkl (61)
is the projector on spin 2 representation in the tensor product of two spin 1 representations of so(3).
It is this appearance of the spin 2 projector that is ultimately related to the components of the
connection under consideration describing gravitons. The parameter ggr introduced in (60) is an
arbitrary constant, whose value depends on the function f chosen and on the embedding eIi that one
considers. Its value is unimportant in the linearized theory because it can always be absorbed into
the linearized connection. But it does appear as a coupling constant in the interactions, so it is an
important parameter of the theory. The minus sign is introduced in (60) so that it is positive for the
GR Lagrangian (6).
We can now write down the linearized Lagrangian for ai. It is convenient to rescale ai → ai/√ggr
to give ai the canonical normalization. We also divide the second variation of the action in (47) by
two to get the correct linearized Lagrangian. We get:
LGR = −1
2
P
(2)
ij|kl(Σ
i µνDµa
j
ν)(Σ
k ρσDρa
l
σ), (62)
which is the Lagrangian obtained and studied in [3]. It is not of the usual form found in the field theory
textbooks. Below we shall see that it is very similar in form to the usual Lagrangian of Yang-Mills
theory (modulo a surface term).
Before we proceed with the Hamiltonian analysis of the above Lagrangian, it is worth discussing
its gauge symmetries. There are two sets:
δφa
i
µ = Dµφ
i, δξa
i
µ = ξ
αΣiαµ, (63)
with the first one being the usual gauge symmetry, and the second being the realization of diffeomor-
phisms in our context. Note that the action of diffeomorphisms is very simple, and the corresponding
gauge invariance implies that the Lagrangian (62) is simply independent of some components of the
connection. We shall explicitly see this in the next subsection.
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4.2 Hamiltonian analysis of the gravitational sector
Conceptually the most clear way to understand what the Lagrangian (62) describes is to perform its
Hamiltonian analysis. We are necessarily brief here, to avoid repetition with [3]. As a first step, we
shall consider (62) on scales much smaller than the radius of curvature of our de Sitter background.
This is achieved by replacing the covariant derivative Dµ by the partial derivative ∂µ everywhere, and
by replacing Σi with their Minkowski spacetime version obtained by setting c(t) = 1. Thus, we study
(62) as a Lagrangian in Minkowski space.
The Lagrangian is built from the combination Σi µν∂µa
j
ν , and so we compute it using a 3+1
decomposition. We have:
Σi
µν∂µa
j
ν = −i∂taji + i∂iaj0 + ǫikl∂kajl . (64)
Because of the projector involved in (62) we immediately see that only the spin 2 part of the spatial
projection aji of the connection is propagating. Its conjugate momentum is
πij :=
∂LGR
∂∂taij
= P (2)ij kl
(
∂ta
kl − ∂kal0 + iǫkmn∂maln
)
. (65)
Here we raise and lower the indices of aji freely using the metric δij . Our convention is that the first
index in aij is the spatial one and the second is internal. Here the first term (after the projector is
applied) depends only on the spin 2 part of aij . However, the last term contains contributions from
the other parts. So, we decompose
aij = a
(2)
ij + ǫijka
(1)
k + δija
(0). (66)
It is then immediately clear that there is no dependence on the spin 0 part. A simple calculation gives
πij = ∂ta
(2) ij + P (2) ijkl
(
−∂k(al0 + ia(1) l) + iǫkmn∂ma(2)nl
)
. (67)
We now introduce the ”magnetic” field
Bij := P (2) ijklǫ
k
mn∂
ma(2)nl (68)
and write the Hamiltonian HGR = πij∂ta(2)ij − LGR as
HGR = 1
2
(πij)2 − iπijBij − (ai0 + ia(1) i)∂jπij, (69)
where we have integrated by parts in the last term. We see that the last term gives rise to the usual
”Gauss” constraint
∂iπij = 0, (70)
which generates the gauge transformations of the connection a
(2)
ij
δφa
(2)
ij = P
(2)
ij
kl∂kφl, (71)
where φi is a parameter of the gauge transformation. These transformations can be used to set the
gauge
∂ia
(2)
ij = 0. (72)
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We note that in this gauge the quantity ǫikl∂ka
(2) j
l is automatically symmetric tracefree transverse,
so we can simply write Bij = ǫikl∂ka
(2) j
l . Finally, to recognize the usual Hamiltonian for gravitons we
rewrite (69) (with the Gauss constraint already imposed) as
HGR = 1
2
(πij − iBij)2 + 1
2
(Bij)
2. (73)
It is then clear that if we require a
(2)
ij and
π˜ij := πij − iBij (74)
to be real we obtain the usual graviton Hamiltonian. It can be put into a complete standard form by
integrating by parts in the term (Bij)2. We get:
HGR = 1
2
(π˜ij)2 − 1
2
a(2) ij∆a
(2)
ij , (75)
which describes two propagating polarizations (symmetric tracefree transverse tensors) of the graviton.
Our final remark is that πij → π˜ij = πij − iBij is a canonical transformation. Indeed, the quantity
∂ta
(2)
ij B
ij = ∂ta
(2)
ij ǫ
i
kl∂
ka(2) lj is a total derivative. To summarize, we have reproduced the usual free
graviton Hamiltonian starting from (62), and so verified that the so(3) sector of our theory describes
gravitons. For further discussion of issues related to this description the reader is referred to [3].
5 Yang-Mills sector
We now study the sector of the theory which is described by the components of the connection in the
direction in g that commute with e(so(3)). Thus, we further split aI⊥ as
aI⊥ = e
I
aa
a + eIαa
α, (76)
where eIa form a basis in the centralizer of e(so(3) in g and e
I
α spans the remainder of the Lie algebra.
Thus, we have
f IJKe
J
i e
K
a = 0, ∀i, a. (77)
With the centralizer being a Lie algebra itself, we are free to choose the basis eIa so that
f IJKe
J
ae
K
b = e
I
cf
c
ab, (78)
where fabc are the structure constants of the centralizer.
We now consider just the aa components of the connection. As in the case of the gravitational
sector we start with the second line in (47). Using (77) we see that the first term does not contribute.
Then using (28) we see that the second term contains eIi f
I
JKe
J
ae
K
b , which is zero in view of the cyclic
property (31) of the structure constants and our assumption (77) that the index a is in the centralizer.
Thus, as in the case of the gravitational sector we only need to consider the first line in (47).
Consider the following tensor
f
(2)
ij|ab :=
∂2f
∂XˆIJ∂XˆKL
eIi e
K
j e
J
ae
L
b . (79)
Because a, b are in the direction of the centralizer, this tensor must be invariant under independent
SO(3) rotations of the indices ij, as well as under the action of the centralizer of e(so(3)) in g (which
we shall denote by k) on ab. Thus, the above tensor must be proportional to δij times the invariant
metric in k if k is simple, or to a linear combination of invariant metrics in k if there are several such
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metrics. For simplicity we shall assume that there is a unique (modulo rescalings) invariant metric in
k, which we shall denote by gab, but we should keep in mind that there can be several such invariant
tensors. In the latter case the Lagrangian below would involve several (all compatible with the gauge
symmetry) terms. In the simplest case of a single invariant tensor we can write
f
(2)
ij|ab =
gym
2
δijgab, (80)
where gym is again an arbitrary constant that depends on the function f and the background. We
note that unlike in the gravitational sector case, there is no reason why gym should be large. In fact,
this is what becomes (related to) the coupling constant of the Yang-Mills fields once interactions are
taken into account. Realistic theories have this of the order of unity, and so we assume that this is
the case here as well. We make no attempt here to explain how a function f with such properties can
arise, simply using the function with the required properties.
We can now write the linearized Lagrangian for aa components of the connection. As in the case
of the gravity sector we rescale aa → aa/√gym to give the connection its canonical normalization. We
divide the second variation by two to get the linearized action, and write the resulting Lagrangian
LYM = −1
2
δijgab(Σ
i µν∂µa
a
ν)(Σ
j ρσ∂ρa
b
σ), (81)
where we have replaced the covariant derivatives by the ordinary partial ones because we now work
with the sector that does not transform under the gravitational SO(3), and so fact that the background
connection is non-trivial is of no significance here.
We now take into account the fact that
δijΣ
i µνΣj ρσ = 4Pµνρσ ≡ 2gµ[ρgσ]ν − iǫµνρσ (82)
is a multiple of the self-dual projector Pµνρσ. This means that modulo a term that is a total derivative
the Lagrangian (81) is the usual linearized Yang-Mills Lagrangian
LYM = −1
4
gabF
aµνF bµν + surf. term, (83)
where F aµν = 2∂[µa
a
ν] is the linearized curvature. We thus see that, as promised, in the sector described
by the centralizer K of SO(3) in G one has the usual Yang-Mills theory dynamics.
6 Massive sector
6.1 The mass term
As we have seen above, both in the gravity and the Yang-Mills sectors the ”mass” term in the second
line in (47) does not contribute. The aim of this section is to analyze the remaining part aα of the full
connection, which are the components charged under part of the Lie algebra that does not commute
with the gravitational SO(3). We shall see that the mass term is of importance here, and that this
remaining sector describes quite an intricate set of fields. Because these fields are generically massive
they play a very important role in the symmetry breaking mechanism described in the Introduction.
We start by analyzing the second line in (47), i.e. the mass term. The first term here contains the
matrix of first derivatives of f projected on the α-part of the Lie algebra. In this case we can again,
as in (28) say that this must be proportional to the Killing-Cartan metric on the Lie algebra
∂f
∂XˆIJ
eJα = κ gIJe
J
α, (84)
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where the proportionality coefficient κ, however, can be completely unrelated to that in (28). Now
defining
fiαβ := gIJe
I
i f
J
KLe
K
α e
L
β = gIJe
I
αf
J
KLe
K
β e
L
i , (85)
where we have used the cyclic property (31) of the structure constants we can write the second line
in (47) as
M2
(
κ− f(m)
Tr(m)
)
fiαβΣ
i µνaαµa
β
ν , (86)
where we have used both (29) and (84).
Let us compare the two terms in the brackets in the above expression. We know that for realistic
theories the quantity f(m) ∼M2p /M2 is very large. There is no a priori reason why the parameter κ
should be large, as in the case of the Yang-Mills sector there was no reason to assume gym to be large.
So, it is safe to assume that
f(m)≫ κ (87)
and drop the first term in (86). Note that M2f(m) ∼ M2p so, in case the relevant kinetic terms are
canonically normalized, this is the natural mass scale to be expected to arise. Below we shall verify
that this is the case.
6.2 Kinetic term
We now consider the kinetic term, i.e. the first term in (47). Again, we consider the relevant projection
of the matrix of the second derivatives of the defining function f :
f
(2)
ij|αβ :=
∂2f
∂XˆIJ∂XˆKL
eIi e
K
j e
J
αe
L
β . (88)
Now that the e(so(3)) and the α parts of the Lie algebra do not commute there are many different
invariant tensors that can arise here. A very convenient way to classify them is to think in terms of
how the α part of the Lie algebra splits as a representation of the e(so(3)) Lie algebra. This is of
course also the way that different embeddings of so(3) are classified, see below. So, in general, the
part of the Lie algebra g that does not commute with e(so(3)) realizes a representation of so(3) and
this splits into irreducible representations characterized by their spin. Thus, in general we can write
V α = V J1 ⊕ V J2 ⊕ . . . ⊕ V Jk , (89)
where V J is the irreducible representation of dimension dim(V J) = 2J + 1 and J1, J2, . . . , Jk are
the irreducible representations that appear. We note that there can be more than one copy of a
representation of the same spin in the decomposition (89). This occurs e.g. when the centralizer of
so(3) in g is non-trivial. Then different copies of some V J of non-trivial multiplicity get mapped to
each other by the action of the centralizer. An example of this will be encountered below with the
centralizer being u(1). In this case, some representations appearing in (89) are charged with respect
to the u(1), and thus appear with multiplicity two (as oppositely charged).
To disentangle the structure present in (88) it is very useful to think about f
(2)
ij|αβ as a map from
the tensor product V 1 ⊗ V α to itself. This map must be invariant under both the action of so(3) and
the action of the centralizer. The representation V 1 ⊗ V α splits as
V 1 ⊗ V α = ⊕J
(
V J+1 ⊕ V J ⊕ V J−1) , (90)
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where the sum is taken over the representations that appear in (89). We thus see that in general the
same irreducible representation of so(3) appears with multiplicity higher than one, even in case that
all representations in (89) have multiplicity one. We can then conclude that f
(2)
ij|αβ will be given by a
linear combination of projectors on all representations that appear in (90) with multiplicity one, as
well as combinations of invariant maps between different copies of the same representation (in case of
multiplicity higher than one).
Our strategy will now be to consider the simplest case of V α being given by a single representation
V J for some J . This is of course too strong of a simplification, as this only arises just for some
embeddings into groups G of small rank. However, this example will be very helpful to understand
what happens in general. We will come back to the general situation after this particular example is
understood.
Thus, assuming that there is a single representation in (89), from the fact that f
(2)
ij|αβ must be a
tensor invariant under the so(3) transformations preserved by the background, we can deduce that the
general form of f
(2)
ij|αβ is that of a linear combination of projectors on the 3 different representations
appearing in (90)
f
(2)
ij|αβ =
1
2
(
κJ+1P
J+1
ij|αβ + κJP
J
ij|αβ + κJ−1P
J−1
ij|αβ
)
, (91)
where P Jij|αβ are the corresponding projectors, and kJ are some arbitrary parameters, again related to
the properties of the function f and the vacuum chosen.
With the assumptions made, we can write down the massive sector Lagrangian connection as
LM = −f (2)ij|αβ(Σi µνDµaαν )(Σj ρσDρaβσ) +M2
(
f(m)
Tr(m)
− κ
)
fiαβΣ
i µνaαµa
β
ν , (92)
where the subscript M in the Lagrangian refers to the massive sector. We emphasize that the con-
nection variable here takes values in some V J irreducible representation of so(3), where V J is the
representations that we assumed the part of g that does not commute with e(so(3)) transforms as.
Before we proceed with our analysis of (92), it is very instructive to rewrite the identity that the
quantity in brackets in (51) is zero in terms of the decomposition (91). For this we need to convert
the first term into the form present in (91). We introduce the pull back of the metric gIJ on the Lie
algebra via eIα:
gαβ := gIJe
I
αe
J
β , (93)
and assume that it is non-degenerate (on V α) so that there is an inverse gαβ . We can then write
∂2f
∂XˆIJXˆMN
eIi e
M
k e
N
β = f
(2)
ik|αβgIJe
I
γg
αγ , (94)
which is checked by contracting this formula with eJα. We can now write the identity in question as
δijgγδfjγαφ
αf
(2)
ik|δβ +
1
2
(
κ− f(m)
Tr(m)
)
fkβαφ
α = 0. (95)
What this identity says is that the components of the matrix of second derivatives in certain directions
are related to the matrix of first derivatives. We would now like to identify which of the components
in (91) are relevant. It is clear that what happens here is the projection of the matrix of second
derivatives f
(2)
ij|αβ on the direction fiαγ , i.e. on the direction of the structure constants. Indeed, we can
write
P Jij|αβ ∼ gγδfγiαfδjβ. (96)
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We thus learn from this that the coefficient κJ in (91) is of the same order as f(m)
κJ ∼ f(m) ∼M2p/M2, (97)
which is very large. There is no reason to assume that the other parameters κJ+1, κJ−1 are as large as
κJ , as there is no direct relation for them to the gravitational sector, which is the source of the large
numbers in our scenario. Thus, we shall assume that κJ+1, κJ−1 are much smaller than κJ .
6.3 Summary of the problem
We can now state the (simplified) problem that we need to solve. We have a Lagrangian for a
connection taking values in some V J irreducible representation of so(3). It is a Lagrangian of the
general form
LJM = −f (2)ij|αβ(Σi µνDµaαν )(Σj ρσDρaβσ) +M2f (1)fiαβΣi µνaαµaβν , (98)
where f (1) is a parameter, which is very large f (1) ∼M2p /M2. The tensor f (2)ij|αβ is a general covariant
tensor that can be thought as an so(3) invariant map from V 1⊗V J to V 1⊗V J , and thus splits into a
linear combination of 3 projectors (91) onto irreducibles (90). Moreover, the Lagrangian is invariant
under the gauge transformations, which is essentially the statement that the coefficient κJ in front of
the projector on the J representation in (91) is proportional to f (1). With the problem reformulated
as above, we can forget about where the Lagrangian (98) came from, and study it as it is.
6.4 Hamiltonian analysis for J = 1
Since for a general representation J the Hamiltonian analysis that leads to the description of the
propagating degrees of freedom is rather involved, we would like to simplify things further by treating
an example that can be seen to be generic. Thus, we take J = 1 and work out the Hamiltonian
analysis of this case. Simple arguments then show that the pattern for an arbitrary J is exactly the
same.
We first write down (98) explicitly with all the relevant projectors. We have
L1M = −
1
2
(
κ2P
(2)
ij|kl +
κ1
2
ǫijlǫljk +
κ0
3
δijδkl
)
(Σi µνDµa
j
ν)(Σ
k ρσDρa
l
σ) +M
2f (1)ǫijkΣ
i µνajµa
k
ν , (99)
where we have written down the P (1) and P (0) representation projectors explicitly. As we know from
the discussion in the previous subsection, the coefficient f (1) in front of the mass term is essentially
the coefficient in front of the P (1) projector in the kinetic term. This can be fixed from the condition
that the Lagrangian is gauge invariant. We have
δφ(Σ
µν
i Dµa
j
ν) = 2M
2ǫijkφk. (100)
Substituting this into the variation of (99), integrating by parts in the second term and equating the
result to zero we find f (1) = κ1 and so the Lagrangian of interest is
L1M = −
1
2
(
κ2P
(2)
ij|kl +
κ1
2
ǫijlǫljk +
κ0
3
δijδkl
)
(Σi µνDµa
j
ν)(Σ
k ρσDρa
l
σ) + κ1M
2ǫijkΣ
i µνajµa
k
ν , (101)
where κ2, κ1, κ0 are arbitrary parameters (related to the derivatives of the defining function), and
κ1 ∼ M2p /M2. We also note that, as far as the gauge invariance of the above action is concerned,
when taking the Minkowski spacetime limit, we are free to replace the covariant derivatives by the
ordinary ones in all of the kinetic terms but the one with the coefficient κ1 in front. Indeed, we have
seen that only that term contributes non-trivially to the cancellation of the variation of the mass term.
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However, we shall perform this replacement only at the end of the analysis, to keep the formulas for
all the three sectors similar.
We now have all the ingredients to perform the Hamiltonian analysis of the Lagrangian (101). Let
us first do the 3+1 decomposition of the kinetic term. The main building block is as before
Σµνi Dµa
j
ν = −i∂taji + iDiaj0 + ǫiklDkajl . (102)
Here we have used the fact that the background connection (7) only has the spatial components.
The kinetic term in (92) is a square of this block, with the projector on one of the 3 representations
appearing in the decomposition (90) applied. Thus, we see that it is natural to split the spatial
projection aji of the connection into the 3 irreducible representations (90) of so(3) that it contains
aij = a
(2)
ij +
1
2
ǫijka
(1)
k +
1
3
δija
(0), (103)
which is basically the same decomposition that we were using in the analysis of the gravitational
sector, see (66), except that we introduced convenient for the later normalization factors. We now see
that each irreducible component of the spatial connection can be propagating, in the sense that there
is a non-zero conjugate momentum given by
π(2) ij :=
∂L1M
∂∂ta
(2)
ij
= κ2∂ta
(2) ij + κ2P
(2) ij|kl (−Dka0l + iǫkmnDmanl) ,
π(1) i :=
∂L1M
∂∂ta
(1)
i
=
κ1
2
∂ta
(1) i +
κ1
2
ǫikl (−Dka0l + iǫkmnDmanl) , (104)
π(0) :=
∂L1M
∂∂ta(0)
=
κ0
3
∂ta
(0) +
κ0
3
δkl (−Dka0l + iǫkmnDmanl) .
Let us now substitute the decomposition (103) into the object ǫk
mn∂manl and compute its irreducible
components. We get
P (2) ij|klǫk
mnDmanl = P
(2) ij|kl(ǫk
mnDma
(2)
nl −
1
2
Dka
(1)
l ),
ǫi
klǫk
mnDmanl = D
ma
(2)
mi +
1
2
ǫiklDka
(1)
l −
2
3
Dia
(0), (105)
δklǫk
mnDmanl = D
ma(1)m .
We now compute the time derivatives of the connection components in terms of the momenta and
then compute the Hamiltonian. We have
∂ta
(2) ij =
π(2) ij
κ2
+ P (2) ij|kl
(
Dk(a0l +
i
2
a
(1)
l )− iǫkmnDma(2)nl
)
,
∂ta
(1) i =
2π(1) i
κ1
+ ǫiklDk(a0l − i
2
a
(1)
l )− iDla(2) li +
2
3
iDia(0), (106)
∂ta
(0) =
3π(0)
κ0
+Di(a0i − ia(1)i ).
We now have
Σµνi Dµa
j
ν = −i
(
π(2) ij
κ2
+ ǫijk
π(1) k
κ1
+ δij
π(0)
κ0
)
, (107)
and so the kinetic term of the Lagrangian is equal to
1
2
(
(π(2))2
κ2
+
2(π(1))2
κ1
+
3(π(0))2
κ0
)
. (108)
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On the other hand, the mass term in the Lagrangian (101) computes to
κ1M
2
(
2ia0ia
(1) i +
2
3
(a(0))2 +
1
2
(a(1))2 − (a(2))2
)
, (109)
which is a term involving the Lagrange multiplier a0i, and a set of mass terms for the components of
the connection.
We can now compute the Hamiltonian
H1M = π(2)∂ta(2) + π(1)∂ta(1) + π(0)∂ta(0) − L1M. (110)
We get
H1M =
1
2
(
(π(2))2
κ2
+
2(π(1))2
κ1
+
3(π(0))2
κ0
)
+ κ1M
2
(
2
3
(a(0))2 +
1
2
(a(1))2 − (a(2))2
)
(111)
−iπ(2) ij
(
ǫi
klDka
(2)
lj −
1
2
Dia
(1)
j
)
− iπ(1) i
(
1
2
ǫi
jkDja
(1)
k +D
ja
(2)
ij −
2
3
Dia
(0)
)
− iπ(0)Dia(1)i
+ai0
(
2iκ1M
2a
(1)
i −Djπ(2)ij + ǫijkDjπ(1)k −Diπ(0)
)
,
where we integrated by parts in the last, constraint, term. It can be checked by an explicit (but a bit
involved) computation that the Hamiltonian commutes with the Gauss constraint in the last line.
6.5 Gauge-fixing and the propagating modes
The last line in (111) is the Gauss constraint. We note that, importantly, it generates the usual gauge
transformations of the connection components, as well as simple shifts of the momentum π(1) variable
δφπ
(1) i = −2iκ1M2φi. (112)
Thus, we can fix the gauge completely by requiring
π(1) i = 0. (113)
In this gauge the Gauss constraint equation then gives the connection component a(1) in terms of the
momenta π(2) and π(0). We have
a
(1)
i =
1
2iκ1M2
(
Djπ
(2)
ij +Diπ
(0)
)
. (114)
We thus see that the spin 1 sector is non-propagating, and is completely determined by the spin
2 and spin 0 sectors. We now substitute (113) and (114) into the Hamiltonian (111). After some
elementary transformations (including integrating by parts) we find that the gauge-fixed Hamiltonian
decouples into two Hamiltonians for the spin 2 and spin zero sectors correspondingly. We now take
the Minkowski spacetime limit, which consists in simply replacing the covariant derivatives by the
usual ones. In taking the limit M → 0 we need to take into account that the quantity κ1M2 ∼ M2p
stays constant. The spin two Hamiltonian is then
H1+1M =
(π(2))2
2κ2
− κ1M2(a(2))2 − iπ(2) ijǫikl∂ka(2)lj −
3
8κ1M2
(∂jπ
(2)
ij )
2. (115)
The spin zero Hamiltonian is
H1−1M =
3(π(0))2
2κ0
+
2
3
κ1M
2(a(0))2 +
3
8κ1M2
(∂iπ
(0))2. (116)
The reason that we wrote the spin two and zero as 1± 1 is that the same pattern of only spins J ± 1
being propagating holds for an arbitrary representation J , as we will further comment on below.
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6.6 Evolution equations
The above Hamiltonians are almost the final answers for the spin J = 1 sector, except that the
fields they contain are not canonically normalized. Instead of performing rescalings of the position
and momenta variables (as well as some field redefinitions) to put the Hamiltonians in the canonical
form of a massive particle, we exhibit the interpretation of the above systems by simply deriving the
equations of motion for the corresponding components of the connection. This is a bit non-trivial
exercise for the spin 2 sector because all 5 of the components of this connection propagate and so
the connection is not transverse. It is best done by introducing the operator ǫ∂ that maps symmetric
tracefree tensors into same symmetric tracefree tensors. Thus, we define
(ǫ∂a(2))ij := P
(2)
ij
klǫk
mn∂ma
(2)
nl . (117)
One then finds that its square is
((ǫ∂)2a(2))ij =
3
2
P
(2)
ij
kl∂k(∂
ma
(2)
ml )−∆a(2)ij . (118)
We see that on transverse tensors (such as those appearing in the case of the gravitational sector
studied above), the square of ǫ∂ is just (minus) the Laplacian. In general there is an extra part
that involves the transverse part ∂ja
(2)
ij of a
(2)
ij . However, this part is cancelled by exactly the same
contribution appearing in the field equations derived using (115). The single evolution equation for
all 5 of the components of a(2) is then found to be
a¨(2) =
2κ1M
2
κ2
a(2) +∆a(2). (119)
We see that all 5 components of the spin two field propagate, and that they are massive particles with
the mass
m22 = −
2κ1M
2
κ2
. (120)
This is of the order of the Planck mass squared if κ2 is of order unity. However, there is no reason
why κ2 cannot be chosen to be large, so that the mass is much smaller than Mp. Note that the above
formula does not imply that the spin two particle is a tachyon, for the defining function f can be
chosen so that κ2 is negative.
A similar evolution equation for the spin zero component is much easier to derive, and one gets
a¨(0) = −4κ1M
2
κ0
a(0) +∆a(0), (121)
from which we identify the corresponding mass as
m20 =
4κ1M
2
κ0
. (122)
Again, the scale of this depends on the parameter κ0 that can in principle be large.
All in all, we find that in the analyzed case of the sector J = 1 the propagating field content of the
system is that of massive spin J ± 1 = 0, 2 fields. The masses are given by (120), (122), and can in
principle be smaller than the Planck scale, if one chooses the defining function of the theory to have
large second derivatives in the corresponding directions. Alternatively, one can, if desired, to arrange
the spin zero particle to have mass much smaller than Mp so that it is relevant for the low energy
physics, and leave the spin 2 particle to have Planckian mass (and thus effectively invisible). We will
discuss all these possibilities below, when we talk about different scenarios arising in our framework.
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6.7 Discussion of the general case
We now make some comments on the general J situation, still being in the context of an (oversimplified)
scenario when the complete part of the Lie algebra that does not commute with so(3) is a single copy
of some irreducible representation V J . The analysis in that case follows exactly the same logic. It
is however more non-trivial to spell out, for one needs explicit formulas for the projectors appearing.
It is best done using spinor notations, in which the projectors are easy to write. The outcome
of this general analysis is exactly the same, for each spin J sector one finds spins J ± 1 as the
propagating massive modes. This can be seen rather easily by noting that the mass term will only
couple the Lagrange multiplier aα0 to the P
J(aαi ) component of the connection. This means that the
Gauss constraint generates (apart from gauge transformations of aαi ) shifts in the momentum variable
conjugate to P J(aαi ), and that therefore this momentum variable can be gauge-fixed away as in (113).
The connection component P J(aαi ) is then found from the Gauss constraint equation. Thus, the
complete spin J sector does not propagate, leaving us with only J ± 1 propagating spins. The mass
parameters for these two sectors are always of the order of Mp/
√
κJ±1, and so in principle can be very
different from Mp. We do not see much value in repeating the analysis for the general J , given that
the result can be expected already from the analyzed case J = 1.
Let us now discuss what happens in a more realistic case when there is more than single irreducible
representation appearing in (89). Let us still stay in the setting when all irreps in (89) appear with
multiplicity one. We then look at the decomposition (90) and see that typically (unless the distance
between any two J ’s in (89) is |J1− J2| ≥ 3) there will appear non-trivial multiplicities. For example,
when there are just two spins in (89), e.g. J and J + 1, then tensoring with spin one representation
gives spins J − 1, J + 2 with multiplicity one, but J, J + 1 with multiplicity two. The analog of the
Lagrangian (98) in this case will couple all these fields. However, there will be two Gauss constraints
that allow one to eliminate one spin J and one spin J + 1 field. Indeed, this is just eliminating the
components of the connection that are pure gauge. So, in this more non-trivial example one will be
left with massive fields of spins J−1, J, J+1, J+2 propagating. It is a much more non-trivial exercise
to disentangle the propagating fields in this case, and we shall not attempt it in this paper. What is
important for us is that it is easy to see which spins will be propagating, and that it can in general
be expected that all the spins are massive fields.
The analysis of the general situation follows the same pattern. One looks at the general decompo-
sition (90) from which one erases all the fields that can be eliminated by gauge transformations. The
set of propagating fields is then described as
⊕J
(
V J+1 ⊕ V J ⊕ V J−1) \ ⊕J V J = ⊕J (V J+1 ⊕ V J−1) , (123)
where in general one and the same spin can appear more than once. All these fields should be
expected to be massive, with masses determined by the coupling constants appearing from the matrix
of second derivatives of the defining function f . The natural scale for all the masses is Mp, but if
the dimensionless couplings arising are allowed to be large than the masses much lower than Mp can
be obtained. The masses of all particles of the same spin related by the action of the centralizer of
e(so(3)) are the same.
We now put together all the elements that we have collected so far, and describe the arising
symmetry breaking picture.
7 Symmetry breaking pattern
For readers lost in the intricacies of the analysis above, we summarize the picture arising so far in
simple terms. Backgrounds of our theory are classified by embeddings of so(3) ∼ sl(2) into g, and thus
break the gauge symmetry down to a smaller group, which always contains SO(3), but in general also
contains the centralizer of this SO(3) as embedded in G. The components of the linearized connection
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in the direction of SO(3) describe usual gravitons, with their two massless propagating polarizations.
The components in the direction of the centralizer K of SO(3) describe Yang-Mills gauge bosons
(two massless polarizations per each Yang-Mills group generator). The components of the linearized
connection in the remaining directions in g are massive fields. The best way to understand what they
are is to decompose the part of g that does not commute with so(3) into irreducible representations of
so(3). As we shall explain below, this is also the best way to characterize the embedding of so(3) into g
in the first place. Let {J} be the set of spins that appear. One then obtains a set of typically non-zero
spin fields, all massive. The spins that propagate are J ± 1 of all the spins J ∈ {J} that appear in the
decomposition of the part of the Lie algebra g that does not commute with the embedded sl(2).
We now illustrate this pattern on the example of algebras g = su(N). However, we first explain
how the embeddings of so(3) ∼ sl(2) into sl(N) can be classified.
7.1 Embeddings into sl(N)
The material in this subsection is completely standard, see e.g. [10], section 3.1.4 for a particularly
useful description. Inequivalent (modulo conjugation) embeddings of so(3) into sl(N) are classified
according to how the fundamental N -dimensional representation of sl(N) splits into irreducible rep-
resentations of so(3). This splitting gives rise to a pattern
N = d1 + . . .+ dk, (124)
where d are integers not equal to zero – dimensions of irreducible representations of sl(2), and one can
always order them so that d1 ≥ d2 ≥ . . . ≥ dk. One is usually not interested in the embedding that
sends all of so(3) to zero, which is eliminated by requiring d1 > 1. It can be shown that any pattern
in (124) is possible and corresponds to a unique (modulo conjugation) embedding of so(3) into sl(N).
The corresponding so(3) spins are J = (d− 1)/2.
While (124) classifies the embeddings, for our purposes it is also necessary to know how the adjoint
representation of sl(N) splits into irreducibles of so(3). A convenient in practice way to do this is to
note that
sl(N) = N⊗N− 0, (125)
where zero denotes the trivial representation. One then finds the splitting of sl(N) into irreducible
representations of so(3) by simply tensoring together two sums (124) and then subtracting the trivial
representation of spin zero. Below we shall see how this procedure works on examples.
7.2 sl(3): Massive photon
There are, up to conjugation, just two different embeddings of sl(2) into sl(3). We now consider each
one in turn, indicating the arising Yang-Mills gauge group (i.e. the centralizer of the embedded sl(2))
as the title of the corresponding subsection. For the convenience of the reader we also indicate the
massive particles content. The upshot of this subsection is that the massless photon of one vacuum
becomes massive in the other. This simplest non-trivial setup of sl(3) thus provides the simplest
example of our spontaneous symmetry breaking mechanism.
7.2.1 k = u(1), massive electrically charged spin 3/2 particle
The first embedding to consider is what can be called the trivial (or obvious) embedding where one
of the two dots of the Dynkin diagram for sl(3) is chosen to be image of the H-generator of sl(2),
and a pair positive-negative roots is chosen to be the E± generators. In more basic terms, in this
embedding one takes the upper left 2×2 corner of the 3×3 matrices representing sl(3) to be the sl(2).
Under this embedding, the fundamental 3-dimensional representation of sl(3) splits as 3 = 2 + 1. In
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terms of spins, we get the fundamental spin 1/2 and trivial spin zero representations of sl(2). Thus, to
determine the decomposition of the adjoint representation we perform the tensor product as in (125):
sl(3) =
(
V 1/2 ⊕ V 0
)
⊗
(
V 1/2 ⊕ V 0
)
− V 0 = V 1 ⊕ 2V 1/2 ⊕ V 0. (126)
Our notation is that V J is the space of irreducible representation of sl(2) of dimension 2J + 1. The
V 1 part here is the embedded so(3), the V 0 part is the one-dimensional centralizer generated by the
matrix diag(1, 1,−2), thus giving us a copy of u(1). The two copies of the fundamental representation
V 1/2 then span the part of the Lie algebra that does not commute with so(3).
The field content corresponding to this embedding is as follows. We have gravitons for so(3), as
well as the Maxwell electrodynamics for u(1). The remaining part describes massive particles, for
which we have twice V 1/2 ⊗ V 1 − V 1/2 = V 3/2. Thus, in this case there are two spin 3/2 particles. It
is easy to see that they have opposite electric charge (i.e. transform in the opposite way with respect
to u(1)). This is certainly not very realistic example as we have exotic spin 3/2 particles present. But
these can be made to have masses of the orderMp, and thus effectively invisible if one so wishes. Then
this embedding describes a simple model for gravity plus electromagnetism unified.
We note that in spite of bosonic particles of half-integer spin being present, one does not encounter
problems of the type that seem to be guaranteed by the spin-statistics theorem. The later says
that half-integer spin particles must be described by anti-commuting variables, for otherwise the
Hamiltonian is unbounded from below. However, as is well-familiar from the textbook case of particles
of spin 1/2, this is a result of using Lagrangians that are first order in derivatives. In contrast, our
spin 3/2 particles in the example just considered are described by a second derivative Lagrangian. In
fact, as can be seen by an explicit computation given in [4], the resulting Hamiltonian (in a particular
gauge) is that of 4 charged scalar particles. There is no problem whatsoever with describing these
particles using commuting variables, as is the case in our construction. We give more comments on
the arising higher spin Lagrangians in the discussion section.
The described embedding was first analyzed in [4], using however a different (but equivalent)
formulation of the theory in terms of Lie algebra valued two-forms. In this reference it was found that
there are 4 charged massive scalars (of equal mass) propagating, but it was not realized that these
scalars form the spin 3/2 representation. The present analysis fills this gap.
7.2.2 k = ∅, massive Maxwell field (plus spin 3 field)
Let us now consider the other embedding. This is the so-called principal embedding, in which the
fundamental 3-dimensional representation of sl(3) is irreducible with respect to the sl(2) embedded.
Thus, we have for the Lie algebra
sl(3) = V 1 ⊗ V 1 − V 0 = V 1 ⊕ V 2. (127)
We see that in this case the centralizer of so(3) is empty, and the u(1) symmetry of the previous
background is completely broken. The V 1 part here still describes gravity, but the other part is more
interesting. Instead of massless spin 1 particle and two massive spin 3/2 charged particles of the
previous case, all in all containing 2 + 2 × 4 = 10 propagating modes, we now have massive spin
2 ± 1 = 3, 1 fields, containing the same 7 + 3 = 10 components. We see the the modes reorganized
themselves quite non-trivially in this second background. The massless spin 1 Maxwell field of the
previous background absorbed one of the models described by two spin 3/2 particles and became
massive. All remaining 7 modes have now combined into a massive spin 3 field. This example clearly
demonstrates that we have all the ingredients of a Higgs mechanism, in which changing the vacuum of
the theory changes the spectrum of the modes, with massless gauge bosons of one vacuum becoming
massive in the other.
We thus see that the simplest case of g = sl(3) already gives an example of a mechanism via which
the gauge field can be made massive. Note, however, that there is no Higgs boson (massive spin zero
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particle) in our setup. This is the principal difference with the usual Higgs scenario that would use a
charged scalar field (Higgs field) to break the U(1) symmetry, and thus give rise to a spin zero Higgs
particle. Instead, of the Higgs boson, our scenario gives rise to an exotic spin 3 particle. If desired,
this can be made very massive and thus effectively invisible, so that one gets a simple realistic example
of the spontaneous breaking of the u(1) gauge symmetry.
7.3 sl(4)
We now consider a more non-trivial, but also more interesting example of sl(4) Lie algebra. We now
have 4 different embeddings. Again, we treat them in turn, indicating the arising pattern in the title
of each subsection.
7.3.1 k = sl(2) × u(1), massive charged spin 3/2 field
We start with the simplest ”trivial” embedding ”in the upper left corner”. For this we have 4 = 2+1+1,
and then the Lie algebra splits as
sl(4) =
(
V 1/2 ⊕ V 0 ⊕ V 0
)
⊗
(
V 1/2 ⊕ V 0 ⊕ V 0
)
− V 0 = V 1 ⊕ 4V 1/2 ⊕ 3V 0 ⊕ V 0, (128)
where we wrote the centralizer as 3V 0 ⊕ V 0 to indicate that it is in fact the Lie algebra sl(2) × u(1),
where the sl(2) is realized as the algebra generated by 2× 2 matrices in the lower right corner of the
4× 4 matrices sl(4) and u(1) is generated by diag(1, 1,−1,−1). Thus, the unbroken symmetry of this
background is a copy of sl(2) describing the gravitational sector, as well as sl(2) × u(1) describing
the unbroken ”electroweak” Yang-Mills theory. The other, more exotic particles in this background
are 4 spin 3/2 particles, which can all be viewed as just a single electrically charged massive spin
3/2 particle transforming in a fundamental representation of the electroweak sl(2), together with its
anti-particle.
Any other background will break the above symmetry, and produce a different pattern of excita-
tions. One can break either sl(2) symmetry, leaving the u(1) intact, or the opposite, or break all of
the symmetries. Let us consider the embedding that breaks the u(1) symmetry, but preserves sl(2).
7.3.2 k = sl(2), massive scalar (plus spin 2), both in the adjoint of k. Unbroken elec-
troweak Georgi-Glashow model
This is the embedding that splits the fundamental 4-dimensional representation as 4 = 2+2. We have
for the adjoint
sl(4) =
(
V 1/2 ⊕ V 1/2
)
⊗
(
V 1/2 ⊕ V 1/2
)
− V 0 = V 1 ⊕ 3V 1 ⊕ 3V 0. (129)
This is the embedding that is realized by putting the generators σi (Pauli matrices) of sl(2) into sl(4)
as diag(σi, σi), with the diagonal 2 × 2 blocks filled with σi and the off-diagonal 2 × 2 blocks being
zero. The centralizer here is in fact a copy of sl(2), generated by σi now understood as a 4× 4 matrix
in which every element of the Pauli matrix σi is replaced by a unit 2 × 2 matrix. So, the symmetry
preserved by this background is the gravitational sl(2), as well as another copy of Yang-Mills sl(2).
The u(1) of the previous background is broken, as we promised.
Let us now consider the massive sector of this background. We have 3 massive spin 1 ± 1 = 2, 0
fields. In other words, we have a massive scalar that transforms as an adjoint representation of the
Yang-Mills sl(2), as well as a spin 2 particle that also transforms as the adjoint. If desired, the massive
spin 2 particle can be made very massive, thus eliminating it from the picture. This leaves us with
gravity plus SU(2) Yang-Mills plus a massive scalar transforming in the adjoint of SU(2). This is the
set up of the electroweak Georgi-Glashow model [11] with its Higgs in the adjoint, the precursor of the
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Weinberg-Salam model of the weak interactions. The non-triviality of our example is in the fact that
it is here supplemented by gravity. It is also worth emphasizing that we have obtained a propagating
spin zero (scalar) particle, something that is not trivial in the present context of gauge theories that
work with one-form fields only.
7.3.3 k = u(1), massive neutral spin 1 (+ spin 3) particles, charged spin 0 (+ spin 2).
Electroweak symmetry breaking with scalar W±
With the previous example giving us a Higgs field transforming as the adjoint representation of the
weak sl(2) we would expect that breaking of this symmetry gives us two charged massive spin 1
particles, and no massive neutral spin 1, as in the Georgi-Glashow model [11]. Instead, something else
happens, as we now demonstrate.
So, we now break the sl(2) symmetry, while leaving u(1) intact. This is achieved by the principal
embedding of the gravitational sl(2) into the upper left corner sl(3). The fundamental representation
splits as 4 = 3 + 1, and we have for the adjoint
sl(4) =
(
V 1 ⊕ V 0)⊗ (V 1 ⊕ V 0)− V 0 = V 2 ⊕ V 1 ⊕ 2V 1 ⊕ V 0. (130)
The first of V 1 here is the embedded gravitational sl(2), the factor of V 0 is the unbroken u(1), while
the irreps V 2, 2V 1 correspond to the massive sector. We now apply our J ± 1 rule and see that we
obtain electrically neutral spin 3,1 massive particles from V 2, and charged particles of spins 2,0 from
2V 1. This is almost the realistic breaking of the electroweak symmetry, where we have neutral Z, and
charged W± bosons, except for the fact that our W± bosons are spin 0, not spin 1 particles as they
are in the Standard Model. The other exotic spin 3 and spin 2 particles can be eliminated from the
picture by making them massive.
This example illustrates quite well that the patter of symmetry breaking that we get is very distinct
from that in the usual Higgs mechanism. Indeed, we would expect to get no neutral spin one particle,
while having two charged massive W± bosons. Instead, we did obtain the neutral massive spin one,
but the massive W± bosons are scalars, not spin one particles. Below we will present a more realistic
scenario where all the massive gauge bosons of the broken electroweak theory are present.
7.3.4 k = ∅, massive particles of spins 1,2,3,4
We now consider the principal embedding that breaks all of the symmetries (apart from the gravita-
tional one). The fundamental representation is irreducible 4 = 4, and we have
sl(4) = V 3/2 ⊗ V 3/2 − V 0 = V 3 ⊕ V 2 ⊕ V 1. (131)
The last factor here is the gravitational sl(2), while the rest gives rise to massive particles of spins
1,2,3,4. The spin 1 massive particle here can be thought of as the massive gauge boson arising by
breaking the u(1) gauge symmetry present in the original background.
7.4 sl(5)
This set of examples is particularly interesting because one finds precisely the content of the unbro-
ken Weinberg-Salam model in one of them, with the electrically charged Higgs in the fundamental
of the electroweak sl(2). However, breaking the symmetry further no Standard Model symmetry
breaking pattern arises, which shows that the mechanism here is indeed different from the usual Higgs
mechanism. We shall encounter the Standard Model SB patter in the context of the sl(6) setup.
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7.4.1 k = sl(3) × u(1), massive charged spin 3/2 field
We again start from the simplest possible embedding, also the one that leaves as much as possible of
the symmetry unbroken. The fundamental representation splits as 5 = 2 + 1 + 1 + 1, and we have
sl(5) =
(
V 1/2 ⊕ 3V 0
)
⊗
(
V 1/2 ⊕ 3V 0
)
− V 0 = V 1 ⊕ 6V 1/2 ⊕ 9V 0. (132)
We thus again see a massive spin 3/2, electrically charged, as well as transforming in the fundamental
representation of sl(3).
This is the pattern that generalizes to the trivial embedding into sl(N), in that one finds the group
sl(N − 2) × u(1) unbroken, with a single massive electrically charged spin 3/2 field transforming in
the fundamental of sl(N − 2). All other symmetry breaking patters arise by breaking some of these
sl(N − 2) × u(1) symmetries with the help of the spin 3/2 Higgs fields. So, we can, if desired, think
about our symmetry breaking mechanism as the usual Higgs mechanism that, however, works not
with Higgs scalars, but with Higgs spin 3/2 fields. It is then possible to give these fields a non-trivial
VEV without breaking the Lorentz symmetry by considering non-trivial embeddings of sl(2) into g.
7.4.2 k = sl(2) × u(1), spin 0 (+spin 2) neutral, in the adjoint of sl(2), spin 3/2 charged
in the fundamental of sl(2)
We now consider the fundamental split as 5 = 2 + 2 + 1, with the adjoint decomposing as
sl(5) =
(
2V 1/2 ⊕ V 0
)
⊗
(
2V 1/2 ⊕ V 0
)
− V 0 = 4 (V 1 ⊕ V 0)⊕ 4V 1/2. (133)
The massive sector here is composed of 3V 1 and 4V 1/2 representations, which give rise to electrically
neutral spin 0,2 fields transforming in the adjoint of sl(2), as well as electrically charged fields of spin
3/2 transforming in the fundamental of sl(2). This is not a very illuminating example.
7.4.3 k = sl(2)×u(1), massive electrically charged spin 0 (+spin 2) field in the fundamental
of sl(2), neutral spin 1 (+spin 3) field. Standard Model Higgs field
The next example has exactly the same symmetry breaking pattern as the previous one, but much
more interesting massive field content. The fundamental splits as 5 = 3 + 1 + 1, and the adjoint as
sl(5) =
(
V 1 ⊕ 2V 0)⊗ (V 1 ⊕ 2V 0)− V 0 = V 2 ⊕ V 1 ⊕ 4V 1 ⊕ 4V 0. (134)
Thus, the massive sector here is composed of V 2 and 4V 1 representations, which give rise to spin
1,3 massive fields that are neutral with respect to the full unbroken Yang-Mills group sl(2) × u(1).
The four copies of V 1 on the other hand give rise to a charged field of spin 0,2 transforming in the
fundamental of sl(2). Making all the fields apart from the charged field in the fundamental of sl(2)
very massive we have the set up of the Weinberg-Salam model of electroweak interactions, before the
symmetry breaking. The spin zero field is just the usual Standard Model Higgs. We shall see, however,
that it is not possible to obtain the Standard Model symmetry breaking pattern staying in the sl(5)
setting. It does arise, but one has to take a larger gauge group sl(6), as we shall see below.
7.4.4 k = u(1), neutral spin 0,1,2,3, charged spin 1/2, 3/2, 5/2 massive fields
Our next two examples break the electroweak sl(2) while leaving u(1) intact. They are interesting
from the point of view of seeing that in spite of the Standard Model Higgs field being present here,
we do not get the Standard Model SB pattern. We start with the splitting of the fundamental as
5 = 3 + 2, with the adjoint splitting as
sl(5) =
(
V 1 ⊕ V 1/2
)
⊗
(
V 1 ⊕ V 1/2
)
− V 0 = V 2 ⊕ V 1 ⊕ V 0 ⊕ 2
(
V 3/2 ⊕ V 1/2
)
⊕ V 1. (135)
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The massive sector here consists of V 2, V 1, 2V 3/2, 2V 1/2 representations. The first two give rise to
electrically neutral spin 0,1,2,3 fields. The second two give rise to electrically charged spin 1/2, 3/2, 5/2
fields. The most interesting feature of this example is the presence of an electrically neutral scalar.
7.4.5 k = u(1), neutral spin 1,2,3,4, charged spin 1/2, 5/2 massive fields
In this example the fundamental splits as 5 = 4 + 1 and the adjoint as
sl(5) =
(
V 3/2 ⊕ V 0
)
⊗
(
V 3/2 ⊕ V 0
)
− V 0 = V 3 ⊕ V 2 ⊕ V 1 ⊕ V 0 ⊕ 2V 3/2. (136)
The massive sector here is made from V 3, V 2, 2V 3/2 representations, giving rise to electrically neutral
spin 1,2,3,4 fields, as well as electrically charged spin 1/2, 5/2 fields. Thus, we do get the neutral
Z-boson in this example, but our charged W± particles have the wrong spin: 1/2 instead of 1 as in
the Standard Model.
7.4.6 k = ∅, massive particles of spins 1,2,3(twice),4,5
In this last example all of the symmetries are broken, and the fundamental is an irreducible represen-
tation of the embedded gravitational sl(2). Thus, 5 = 5 and the adjoint splits
sl(5) = V 2 ⊗ V 2 − V 0 = V 4 ⊕ V 3 ⊕ V 2 ⊕ V 1. (137)
The massive sector here consists of spin 1, 2, 3 (twice), 4,5 fields. This example generalizes to the
principal embedding into sl(N), where one gets massive fields of spins 1, 2, 3 (twice), 4 (twice),
. . . , N − 3 (twice), N − 2 (twice), N − 1, N .
7.5 sl(6). Standard Model symmetry breaking pattern
Our last example is the setting of sl(6) gauge group. We will not treat all of the different 9 possible
embeddings, leaving this as an exercise to the reader. We will describe only a single embedding that
is interesting because it gives rise precisely to the Standard Model symmetry breaking pattern. This
is the embedding in which the fundamental representation splits as 6 = 5 + 1, and so we have for the
adjoint
sl(6) =
(
V 2 ⊕ V 0)⊗ (V 2 ⊕ V 0)− V 0 = V 4 ⊕ V 3 ⊕ V 2 ⊕ V 1 ⊕ V 0 ⊕ 2V 2. (138)
The group is broken here down to a copy of u(1) (times the gravitational sl(2)), as is appropriate
for the Standard Model electroweak sector after the symmetry breaking. The key ingredient here
is 3 copies of the spin two representation, with one of them being neutral, and the other two being
electrically charged with the opposite charge. These give rise to spin 1 (plus spin 3) neutral field that
can be interpreted as the Z boson, as well charged fields of spin 1 (plus spin 3) that can be interpreted
as W± bosons. The spin 3 components here can all be made very massive to eliminate them from the
picture. The other content comes from V 4, V 3 representations, that give rise to massive neutral spin
2,3,4,5 particles, which can again all be made very massive. Thus, we get an example that includes
all the particles of the symmetry broken Standard Model (without the Higgs boson but with exotic
massive higher spin particles), as well as gravity.
8 Discussion
We recapitulate the main points of our construction. We described a class of connections that have
a high degree of symmetry and that satisfy the field equations of our diffeomorphism invariant gauge
theories. The connections are in one-to-one correspondence with embeddings of sl(2) ∼ so(3) into the
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Lie algebra g of the gauge group of the theory. For a given gauge group, there is only a finite number
of inequivalent (modulo conjugation) embeddings, and thus a finite number of ”vacua”.
We did not yet discuss the question of how the theory chooses dynamically which vacuum to live in.
However, it is clear that the action of the theory takes a different value on each vacuum. This value can
be interpreted as the integral of f(m)M4 ∼ Λ/G, where Λ is the corresponding energy density. Thus,
as in the usual Higgs mechanism we can simply postulate that the vacuum that gives the absolute
minimum of f(m) is chosen, where mIJ = eIi e
J
j δ
ij is the value of the matrix XIJ ∼ F I ∧ F J that
corresponds to a given embedding eIi . It is clear that choosing the defining function f of the theory
appropriately we can make any of the possible vacua to be the absolute minimum.
We have also seen that each vacuum solution gives rise to a spacetime metric, and that this
spacetime metric is in all cases the constant curvature de Sitter metric (anti de Sitter spacetime is
also possible, and corresponds to simply taking the parameter M to be imaginary). The radius of
curvature of this de Sitter space 1/M , or the curvature M2 is completely arbitrary. But, once it
is fixed, all distances in the theory are measured in units of 1/M . This is the only place where a
dimensionful quantity enters into the construction, as there is no dimensionful coupling constants in
our theories. Thus, all dimensionful quantities in our setup get expressed as multiples of powers of M .
In other words, the dimensionful parameter M plays the role of the unit of mass (and thus length)
for our theories. It is very convenient to fix M to be related to the observed value of the cosmological
constant as Λ ∼M2, for then the de Sitter metric that we use here becomes close to the metric of our
Universe as seems to be currently observed, and the usual identification of distances becomes possible.
We then linearize the general diffeomorphism invariant gauge theory Lagrangian around a particu-
lar vacuum solution. The connection perturbations have three different components: (i) those charged
under the image of sl(2) in g, and we refer to these components as those describing the gravitational
sector; (ii) those charged under the centralizer of the embedded sl(2) in g, and we refer to these as the
Yang-Mills sector; (iii) those charged under the part of the Lie algebra g that does not commute with
the embedded sl(2), and these are referred to as the massive sector. We have then shown that, for
a generic defining function f , the gravitational sector connection components describe gravitons with
their two propagating polarizations, and the Yang-Mills components describe the linearized gauge
bosons with the usual Lagrangian. The analysis of the massive sector is more involved, but we have
seen that this in general describes massive particles of various spins. The spin content can be deter-
mined by looking at how the part of the Lie algebra that does not commute with sl(2) splits as a
representation of sl(2). This is in general a sum over irreducible representations of some spins J . The
propagating massive fields are those of spins J ± 1. We have then analyzed a large set of examples
and showed how the symmetry breaking mechanism works in practice.
Before discussing the symmetry breaking patterns that are possible, we would like to emphasize
that some of the Lagrangians arising from our construction are not standard. This is in particular the
case for the gravitational sector, where we describe spin two particles (gravitons) using sl(2) valued
connections. The same is true for the massive sector, where we have seen that typically higher spin
fields arise. However, the arising Lagrangians are non-standard, and in particular, not those that
are encountered in the higher spin literature. For instance, we have seen the half-integer spins are
possible and quite generic. One might immediately jump to a conclusion that the mechanism described
here is sick, as it often leads to bosonic particles of half-integer spin, seemingly violating the spin-
statistics theorem. However, one should bear in mind that the theorem is proved for a certain type
of Lagrangians. Its textbook case of spin 1/2 particles is for the Dirac Lagrangian that is first order
in derivatives. The requirement of positivity of energy is then the main reason for having to use the
Fermi statistics for the spin 1/2 fields described by the Dirac Lagrangian. In contrast, the Lagrangians
that arise from our construction are always second order in derivatives. After the gauge is fixed one
can always view the massive fields arising as a collection of scalar fields, which, however, transform
non-trivially under the chiral half of the Lorentz group, forming an irreducible representation of some
spin J . Because of the second derivative nature of the Lagrangian, the Hamiltonian for our massive
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fields is just the sum of positive definite Hamiltonians of a set of scalar fields, and so no problems with
positive definitness arise. Thus, there is no need to use Fermi statistics for our half-ingeral spin fields,
and in any case this would not be possible as they came from a bosonic connection. We appreciate
that this aspect of our construction is very non-standard, but it is clear just by inspecting the arising
positive definite Hamiltonians that there is no problem at least at the linearized level studied. We will
come back to the problem of interactions below.
Another interesting aspect of our construction is that it gives a theory of only a finite number of
higher spin particles (together with gravity and possibly Yang-Mills fields), interacting on a constant
curvature background. As is well-known from the higher spin literature, the usual construction requires
an infinite number of higher spin fields for a consistent theory. This gives another illustration to the
fact that our Lagrangians cannot be the usual higher spin Lagrangians. The characteristic features
of the Lagrangians that appear from our construction is that they use one-forms with values in some
representation of the chiral half of the Lorentz group as the basic fields, not spacetime tensors of
some rank as in the usual constructions. Our Lagrangians also use the ’t Hooft symbols (self-dual
two-forms) to contract the spacetime and internal indices. This is the other difference with the usual
case where no such objects is used. It would be very interesting to understand if there is any relation
between our setup and the usual higher spin theories based on spacetime tensors. We do not attempt
this in the present work, however.
To summarize, once expanded around one of the vacua our theory gives rise to gravitons and
Yang-Mills gauge bosons, as well as to a set of massive fields of generally non-zero spin. However, as
we have seen from the examples above, the spin zero massive particles are also possible. Our mass
generation scenario is rather different from that of the Higgs mechanism, and this is worth discussing
in more details. Above we have seen that our linearized gauge theory Lagrangian has a non-trivial
mass term and is nevertheless invariant under gauge transformations. This is only possible because we
work in a constant curvature background (de Sitter space), and the wedge product of two covariant
derivatives gives the background curvature that is of the order M2. Then the term that comes from
the variation of the kinetic term of the action cancels the variation of the mass term. This is a familiar
mechanism for mass generation in a constant curvature background. In fact, it is well-known that e.g.
gravitons in a homogeneous isotropic FRW Universe can be viewed as particles of a time dependent
mass. What we have here is very similar to this well-known phenomenon. What is unusual, however,
is that the mass term survives even after the limit to zero curvature is taken. The way this happens
is as follows. From (86) it is clear that the mass term comes with a prefactor f(m) of the defining
function evaluated on the background matrix XIJ ∼ mIJ = eIi eJj δij . In fact, it is the matrix of the
first derivatives of the function f that appears, but it gets related to the value of the function itself
by the homogeneity of f . We then know that the value f(m) should be given the interpretation of
the vacuum energy density, and thus identified with Λ/(GM4) ∼ M2p /M2. The overall coefficient in
front of the mass term is then of the order M2p and does not go to zero when the limit M → 0 is
taken. In other words, the matrix of first derivatives of the defining function f has some components
(precisely in the gravitational sl(2) directions) that blow up when one takes M → 0. This blowing up
components get multiplied by M2 in the mass term, and result in a finite non-zero mass even in the
Minkowski spacetime limit.
We would now like to say a few words about the hierarchy problem(s) in our context. Our
construction does not say anything new about this, in that there is still no explanation of why so
large numbers as M2p/M
2 ∼ 10120 or M2W,Z/M2 ∼ 1086 appear. But what is very interesting is that
in our scenario all these large numbers have becomes a part of the defining function f . They are all
some components of the matrices of (e.g. second) derivatives of the function f with respect to the
matrix XIJ ∼ F I ∧ F J , evaluated on the background XIJ ∼ eIi eJj δij . As such, they encode some
properties of the function f . One can now at least in principle ask the question why functions f with
such properties are those relevant at low energies. It is then not impossible that some renormalization
group flow argument (assuming that f runs with energy) can explain the form of f . Thus, one can
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envisage that the famous cosmological constant problem and the particle physics hierarchy problem
can all be addressed in the current framework. In particular, it is very interesting that it is the
cosmological constant that becomes the main (and only) dimensionful parameter of the theory. Thus,
in our context the cosmological constant problem is not to explain why the Λ is so small, but rather
to explain why the Planck mass Mp is so large. In other words, the problem can be reformulated
as that of explaining why the strength of the graviton interaction is observed to be E2/M2p , where
E is the energy involved, rather than the value E2/M2 that would be more natural from the point
of view of this formulation of gravity. And indeed, the graviton interaction strength as predicted
by our theory turns out to be of the order E2/(ggrM
2), which requires ggr ∼ f(m) to be of the
order M2p/M
2 ∼ 10120 to be consistent with the observed extremely weak character of gravity. As
we have already mentioned, it is not impossible that some renormalization group flow argument for
f (together with the asymptotic safety scenario, see below) can provide an explanation for the large
numbers needed, and thus for the weakness of the gravitational interaction.
We finally turn to the particular symmetry breaking models that are provided by our construction.
We have seen that in many aspects our SSB scenario behaves like the usual Higgs mechanism. In
particular, we have seen that in the context of sl(3) gauge group it is possible to give the photon
a mass by changing the vacuum, this being the simplest mass generating example, an analog of the
Maxwell field coupled to a charged scalar field with the Mexican hat potential. The principal difference,
however, is that our scenario does not predict a massive spin zero particle – Higgs boson – instead
giving rise to more exotic higher spin fields. Further, we have seen that the two simplest setups for
the electroweak symmetry breaking, namely the unbroken Georgi-Glashow [11] and Weinberg-Salam
models can both be realized, the first in the context of sl(4) gauge group with the 4 = 2+2 embedding,
the second in the set up of sl(5) and 5 = 3 + 1 + 1 embedding. However, the patters of symmetry
breaking are rather different, and we find the usual Z,W± spin one massive gauge bosons only in the
set up of sl(6) and the 6 = 5 + 1 embedding. All in all, in spite of many similarities our mechanism
of symmetry breaking and gauge field mass generation is distinct from the Higgs mechanism.
In spite of being able to reproduce the familiar Standard Model electroweak symmetry breaking
pattern, we are far from claiming that our theories can provide a realistic particle physics model.
Indeed, our theories are bosonic, and can never describe fermions of the Standard Model. On this we
note that it is very suggestive that one should try to extend the constructions of this paper to Lie
superalgebras, or diffeomorphism invariant supergauge theories. These are not hard to formulate, and
it remains to be seen if one can use the Grassmann and spinor-valued one-forms that would arise to
describe the usual spin 1/2 fermions of the Standard Model. Work on this is in progress. Before this
work is completed it is hard to say whether it is possible to have a realistic particle physics model
(including fermions) in the framework of diffeomorphism invariant gauge theories. For this reasons,
we are consciously avoiding making any predictions from the purely bosonic models considered here,
even though it is very clear that these models point in the direction of massive higher spin particles
rather than the spin zero Higgs boson as the yet unobserved content of a symmetry broken theory.
We would like to conclude this paper with some remarks on the open problems of this approach.
One of them, namely a description of fermions in this language, has already been mentioned. Another
important question is if the theories described here can be considered as fundamental, or they are just
some effective field theoretic models. Our first remarks is that these theories containing gravity are
necessarily non-renormalizable in the usual sense, i.e. they contain negative mass dimension coupling
constants (in front of higher derivative interactions). In fact, they contain an infinite number of such
higher derivative interactions, and an infinite number of the corresponding coupling constants, the
later being encoded in the defining function f . It has then been conjectured (in [12] for the case of
SU(2) theory describing pure gravity) that the present class of diffeomorphism invariant gauge theories
with second order in derivative field equations is closed under renormalization. In other words, the
conjecture is that the higher derivative terms that need to be added to the theory in the process
of its renormalization are already contained in our Lagrangian. As one possible motivation for this
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conjecture we mention a very interesting analysis presented in [13]. It concludes that if a theory starts
as one with a second-derivative propagator, it will stay this way after all renormalizations and all field
redefinitions. Our conjecture is similar to this, but in the context of diffeomorphism invariant gauge
theories.
If the class of theories that we studied in the paper is closed under renormalization, then the
renormalization group flow is one in the space of defining functions f . As such, it can be realistically
studied. In particular, a very important question is if there are any ultra-violet (UV) fixed points of
the flow. In case the answer is in the affirmative, one can then invoke the asymptotic safety scenario of
Weinberg, see [14] for a recent reference, as a possible mechanism for the UV completion of this class
of theories. In fact, one particular point in the theory space, namely ftop = Tr(F ∧ F ) gives rise to a
topological theory, and thus necessarily a fixed point of the RG flow. It is not impossible that this is
the fixed point giving the UV completion of this class of theories. The questions of closedness under
renormalization, and then of the nature of the arising RG flow are easiest to address in the context
of pure gravity theory corresponding to G = SU(2), and work on this is in progress. To summarize,
it is not impossible that the theories considered in this work, in spite of being non-renormalizable
in the usual sense, possess a UV completion in the sense of asymptotic safety and are in this sense
fundamental. If all the hopes about the UV completion are realized, and if realistic couplings to
fermions are possible in this context, we would obtain a large class of UV complete quantum theories
containing all interactions (including gravity), which is the hope that drives the present research
program.
Finally, another very serious issue with the scenario described here is that of the unitarity of the
models considered. We have started our discussion with a complex gauge theory, and imposed reality
conditions on various fields as is appropriate in order to have positive definite linearized Hamiltonians.
This is always possible at the linearized level, given the fact that we have the option of multiplying
our fields by an imaginary unit if this is necessary to get a positive definite kinetic term. The mass
terms can also all be made positive by choosing the defining function appropriately. However, there
is no guarantee that the theory with these linearized reality conditions turns out to be unitary when
interactions are switched on. This is a particularly difficult problem in view of the fact that in our
description all the fields are chiral in the sense that only the chiral half of the Lorentz group plays
the role. Thus, imaginary unit is ubiquitous, and the arising Lagrangians are generally complex. The
issue of unitarity thus becomes very non-trivial and it is by no means guaranteed that it will be
possible to find a satisfactory solution. The strategy that is presently followed is, however, to first see
whether the realistic particle physics content (fermions, massive gauge fields) can be described using
this language. In this paper we have made the first step in this directions and have shown that the
symmetry breaking and the gauge boson mass generation is possible (and quite natural as we have
seen above). If it is found that the Standard Model fermions can be similarly described, it will then be
sensible to attempt to address the unitarity problem. Thus, the open problems of unitarity together
with those of describing fermions and the UV completion are all left to future work.
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